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Abstract

Sintering is an important processing step for obtaining the necessary mechanical stability and rigidity of ceramic bulk
materials. Both mass and heat transfer are essential in the sintering process. The importance of radiation heat transfer
is significantly enhanced at high temperatures according to the well-known Stefan-Boltzmann’s law. In this thesis, we
modified the pressure-less spark plasma sintering set-up to generate intense thermal radiation, aiming at rapid consolidation
of ceramic bulk materials. This approach was named as “Sintering by Intense Thermal Radiation (SITR)” as only thermal
radiation contributed.
Firstly, the heat and mass transfer mechanisms during the SITR process were studied by choosing zirconia ceramics as
references. The results revealed that the multiple scattering and absorption of radiation by the materials contributed to the
heat diffusion. The observed enhanced densification and grain growth can be explained by a multiple ordered coalescence
of zirconia nanocrystals using high heating rates.
Secondly, the temperature distribution during the SITR process was investigated by both numerical simulation and
experimental verifications. It showed that the radiator geometry, sample geometry and radiating area were influencing
factors. Besides, the change of material and geometry of the radiators resulted in an asymmetric temperature distribution
that favored the formation of SiC foams. The foams had gradient structures with different open porosity levels and pore
sizes and size distributions.
Finally, ceramic bulk materials were successfully fabricated by the SITR method within minutes. These materials
included dense and strong ZrO2 ceramics, Si3N4 foams decorated with one-dimensional nanostructures, and nasal cavitylike SiC-Si3N4 foams with hierarchical heterogeneities. Sufficient densification or formed strong necks were used for
tailoring these unique microstructures. The SITR approach is well applicable for fast manufacture of ceramic bulk materials
because it is clean and requires low energy consumption and properties can be controlled and tuned by selective heating,
heating speed or temperature distribution.
Keywords: Sintering, sintering by intense thermal radiation, spark plasma sintering, heat transfer, mass transfer,
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Abstract

Sintering is an important processing step for obtaining the necessary
mechanical stability and rigidity of ceramic bulk materials. Both mass
and heat transfer are essential in the sintering process. The importance
of radiation heat transfer is significantly enhanced at high
temperatures according to the well-known Stefan-Boltzmann’s law. In
this thesis, we modified the pressure-less spark plasma sintering set-up
to generate intense thermal radiation, aiming at rapid consolidation of
ceramic bulk materials. This approach was named as “Sintering by
Intense Thermal Radiation (SITR)” as only thermal radiation
contributed.
Firstly, the heat and mass transfer mechanisms during the SITR
process were studied by choosing zirconia ceramics as references. The
results revealed that the multiple scattering and absorption of radiation
by the materials contributed to the heat diffusion. The observed
enhanced densification and grain growth can be explained by a
multiple ordered coalescence of zirconia nanocrystals using high
heating rates.
Secondly, the temperature distribution during the SITR process was
investigated by both numerical simulation and experimental
verifications. It showed that the radiator geometry, sample geometry
and radiating area were influencing factors. Besides, the change of
material and geometry of the radiators resulted in an asymmetric
temperature distribution that favored the formation of SiC foams. The
foams had gradient structures with different open porosity levels and
pore sizes and size distributions.
Finally, ceramic bulk materials were successfully fabricated by the
SITR method within minutes. These materials included dense and
strong ZrO2 ceramics, Si3N4 foams decorated with one-dimensional
nanostructures, and nasal cavity-like SiC-Si3N4 foams with
hierarchical heterogeneities. Sufficient densification or formed strong
necks were used for tailoring these unique microstructures. The SITR
approach is well applicable for fast manufacture of ceramic bulk
materials because it is clean and requires low energy consumption and
properties can be controlled and tuned by selective heating, heating
speed or temperature distribution.

Key words: Sintering; sintering by intense thermal radiation; spark
plasma sintering; heat transfer; mass transfer; scattering; coalescence;
densification; grain growth; numerical simulation; porous ceramic;
foaming; nanostructure; hierarchical heterogeneities; permeability.

中文摘要

烧结是获得陶瓷块体材料机械稳定性和坚固性的一个重要工
艺过程。在烧结过程中，物质和热量传递都被涉及并且十分关
键。根据著名的 Stefan-Boltzmann 定律，在高温下的热辐射传热
效果十分显著。本论文采用一个改进的无压放电等离子烧结设备
来产生高强的热辐射，用以快速固化陶瓷块体材料。由于只有热
辐射传热起作用，这种方法被命名为“高强热辐射烧结”
（SITR）。
首先，选择氧化锆陶瓷材料作为样品，研究了在 SITR 过程
中的物质和热量扩散机理。结果显示，材料对于辐射的多重散射
和吸收促进了热量的传递。所观察到的快速致密化和晶粒生长可
以解释为高速加热下纳米晶粒的快速有序组装。
同时，采用数值模拟和实验验证的方法研究了 SITR 过程中
的温度分布。结果显示，辐射体和样品的几何尺寸以及辐射面积
是重要的影响因素。此外，通过改变辐射体的材料和几何尺寸，
可以获得不对称的温度分布，制备出了具有梯度结构（开气孔
率，孔径大小及孔径分布）的多孔碳化硅陶瓷。
最后，采用 SITR 方法在数分钟内成功制备出了陶瓷块体材
料，包括：不开裂的致密氧化锆块体，带有一维纳米线结构的多
孔氮化硅，以及具有类鼻腔分层次结构的碳化硅-氮化硅泡沫陶
瓷。通过充分的致密化或者形成坚固的颈缩来实现特殊微观结构
的调控。其清洁性和低能耗以及可通过调节升温速率、选择性烧
结和温度分布来控制材料的性能使得 SITR 方法在快速制备陶瓷
块体材料领域具有十分广阔的应用前景。
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1. Introduction

1.1 General principles of sintering
Sintering, or so called “firing” in traditional ceramics industry, is an
ancient technique that has been existing in human history for
thousands of years [1-4]. The earliest recorded use of sintering by
mankind is to heat pottery and simple metals in open-pit fires to
improve strength [4]. Other important ancient sintering practice
include firing of porcelain by the Chinese people (~1600 BC) and
gold-silver-platinum jewelry by the Incas (~300 BC) [4].
Physicochemically, sintering is a thermal process during which a
powder compact or porous material is converted into a solid with
mechanical stability and rigidity due to a decrease in free energy [1-3,
5]. With regard to preparation of porous materials, sintering can even
proceed only locally at contact point of grains (i.e. formation of necks),
without any pronounced change in the average overall density of the
green body [1-3, 6]. There are two broad categories of sintering,
namely, solid-state sintering and liquid-phase sintering. Solid-state
sintering is facilitated through changes in particle shape without the
aid of liquid, while liquid-phase sintering requires the presence of a
low-melting component that forms a liquid phase. The liquid will
promote compaction through the solution-reprecipitation and Ostwald
ripening mechanisms [1-3].
A typical solid-state sintering process is accomplished through three
major stages [1-3]: i) the initial stage, with “fusion” and neck
formation (RD=~65% TD); ii) the intermediate stage, with neck
growth and compact shrinkage (RD=65~90% TD); and iii) the final
stage, with isolation of pores, elimination of porosity and grain growth
(RD>90% TD). More details are depicted in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Illustration of three major sintering stages and the typical
TD ranges.

1.1.1 Densification
Both mass transport and heat transfer are essential in a sintering
process, contributing to densification and thermodynamics,
respectively. In crystalline ceramics, mass transport occurs
predominantly from regions of higher chemical potential to that of
lower potential by diffusion of atoms, ions, molecules, or other
species via different mechanisms [1-3]. There are mainly six
mechanisms that lead to bonding and growth of necks between
particles; namely, grain boundary diffusion, lattice diffusion from the
grain boundary to the pore, plastic flow, surface diffusion, lattice
diffusion from the particle surfaces to the neck, and vapor transport
(see Figure 1.2). The first three are recognized as densifying
mechanisms which directly contribute to shrinkage. The other three
mechanisms cause only neck growth without densification and are
referred to as non-densifying mechanisms. For polycrystalline
2

ceramics, grain boundary diffusion and lattice diffusion from the grain
boundary to the pore are crucial.

Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration: the six different mechanisms that
could act during sintering of solid grains.

1.1.2 Grain growth
Grain growth, or coarsening, takes place when the atoms diffuse
from the convex grains to the concave grains so that grain boundary
moves towards its center of curvature [1-3, 7]. Grain growth reduces
the sintering driving force and increases the mass diffusion path,
thereby reducing the densification rate [1-3, 7]. A direct observation is
the increase in the average grain size, which is generally divided into
two types [1-3]: (i) normal grain growth and (ii) abnormal grain
growth.
In normal grain growth, the average grain size increases with time
but the grain size distribution remains similar (invariant by time) [7].
For a typical singe-phase polycrystalline model, the grain growth can
be described by a kinetic equation:

Gt2  Gt20  Kt
4 Db bVm
K
 RT 

(1.1)
(1.2)
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here, Db ,  b ,Vm ,  , R,  are atom diffusion coefficient across the grain
boundary, grain boundary energy, molar volume, a constant including
the proportionality constant, ideal gas constant, and grain boundary
thickness, respectively.
Abnormal grain growth is a coarsening process during which a few
large grains grow rapidly at the expense of the fine grains having a
very slow growth rate. This results in a bimodal grain size distribution
[1-3]. The corresponding kinetic equation is [1-3]:
Ga2,t  Ga2,t 0  Kt

(1.3)

2 Db bVm
(1.4)
 RTGm
where Gm is the average size of the matrix (fine) grains.
In practice, abnormal grain growth can be classified into three types
[1-3]: (i) materials containing second-phase precipitates or impurities
of high concentrations; (ii) materials with a high anisotropy in
interfacial energy, (e.g. solid/liquid interfacial energy, grain boundary
energy in the bulk or surface energy in thin films); and (iii) materials
in high chemical non-equilibrium. Therefore, abnormal grain growth
is a result of very high local rates of interfacial migration.
K

1.1.3 Heat transfer
At the same time heat transfer plays an important role during a
sintering process. A sufficient sintering requires an optimal heat
transfer that enables to rise the temperature of the precursor material
high enough for densification process to occur [5]. The three typical
ways for heat transfer include conduction, convection and thermal
radiation (see Figure 1.3) [8, 9]. Conduction as heat transfer relies on
the direct thermal contact within a solid or between solid objects [8,
10-14]. From a microscopic point of view, heat conduction occurs via
rapidly moving or vibrating atoms and molecules interacting with
their neighbors with an energy transfer. Convective heating occurs
through the motion of a hot fluid (liquid or gas) which acts as a carrier
[8, 10-14]. Thermal radiation can take place between two distant
bodies without the need of any medium. In the cases of conduction
and convection, energy transfer between two objects depends
approximately on the temperature difference between them [8, 9].
4

Thermal radiation transfer relies on the difference between the fourth
power of their absolute temperatures, according to the well-known
Stefan-Boltzmann’s law [8, 9]. Consequently, the importance of
radiation transfer is significantly enhanced at high temperatures. More
about thermal radiation transfer will be described later.

Figure 1.3. Heat transfer in a conventional convection furnace
illustrating the three active mechanisms.

1.2 Fast sintering techniques
Various techniques have been developed for sintering of ceramic
materials with tailored phase composition and microstructure [1, 7].
Conventional sintering methods such as pressureless sintering (PLS),
gas-pressure sintering (GPS), hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and hot
pressing (HP) normally require a long time (in hours) for the entire
sintering process as small heating and cooling rates are applied
(usually <50 °C/min). A combination of conduction, convection and
thermal radiation contributes to the heat transfer.
Advanced sintering approaches have been of particular interests
during recent years to obtain “fast sintering” (less time required and
less energy consumed) [15-30]. In addition, they gave techniques for
consolidating hard-to-sinter materials and involved mainly microwave
sintering (MWS) [15-18], spark plasma sintering (SPS) [19-27] and
5

flash sintering (FS) [28, 29]. The duration of processing can be
reduced down to minutes or even seconds (see Figure 1.4), leading to
wide applications in fabricating structural, multi-functional and
functionally graded materials (FGMs).

Figure 1.4. Development of advanced sintering techniques in terms of
time, furnace temperature and energy consumption. Reproduced from
Ref. [30] with permission.
Spark plasma sintering (SPS) is similar to conventional hot pressing
in the way that the powder precursors are loaded into a die and a
uniaxial pressure is applied to assist densification [19-27]. The
electrically conducting die acts as a heating source when a pulsed DC
is allowed to pass through it and the current may also pass through a
conductive sample. It provides the possibility for rapid densification
within minutes. A suppressed grain growth is obtained due to [19-21]:
(i) very high heating rates (up to >1000 °C/min) and (ii) high external
pressures are available (up to >100 MPa). Moreover, in the case of
sintering conductive materials, the ‘field effect’ can facilitate the
densification process [19, 20, 24]. However, it also has drawbacks like
the difficulty in producing complex-shaped components due to a
mismatch with thermal expansion coefficients of the graphite die and
the ceramic component. In addition, carbon contamination might

6

result from the graphite components or the material might be affected
by the high pressure applied.

1.3 The role of thermal radiation during sintering
1.3.1 Infrared heating
Infrared (IR) is electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths
extending from the nominal red edge of the visible spectrum at 0.7 up
to ~1000 μm. The IR radiation is commonly divided into three subbands (ISO 20473 scheme): near-infrared (NIR, 0.7~3 μm), midinfrared (MIR, 3~50 μm) and far-infrared (FIR, 50~1000 μm). The use
of IR for warming is present both in our daily life and industry
practice (see Figure 1.5). A simple example in human’s everyday life
is to take sunbathe to warm and tan. The warm feeling comes from the
solar radiation containing IR bands that directly contributes to heating
the skin. Another example is the bathroom heater that gives off IR
radiation by using a quartz tube radiant heater at around 950 °C. The
industry process associated with IR heating or “electric IR heating” is
reviewed by Ref. [14]. Its history can be dated back to over half a
century ago when heat radiation produced by commercial lighting
bulbs was used for curing car paintings in “infrared tunnels”. In the
following years a lot of efforts were made on developing new types of
heat sources to manufacture various products. With different electric
infrared sources, heat is normally produced by passing a constant (or
variable) current through a coiled resistive element giving different
temperatures. For example, the tubular metal sheathed element rings
and grill elements on electric cookers operating at around 700 °C emit
enough IR radiation, while the latest quartz halogen infrared heaters
used for cooking operate at a maximum temperature of 2200 °C
resulting in luminous emission. This flexibility enables a vast amount
of application areas such as moisture evaporation, printing ink drying,
molded plastics forming, adhesives and metals bonding, and
electronics printing [14].

7

Figure 1.5. Pictures showing the applications of IR heating in daily
life and industry: the sunbathe (top-left), bathroom heater (bottomleft), paint curing of motor vehicles (middle), molded plastics forming
(top-right) and electronics printing (bottom-right). Adapted from Ref.
[14] with permission.
The main features of heating by electric IR lie in [14]:
(i)
Controlled heating speed;
(ii)
High efficiency and lower energy cost;
(iii)
Cleanliness and environmentally friendly profile;
Selective heating available by selecting an heater whose
(iv)
emission spectrum is best matched to the absorption spectrum
of a receiving body;
(v)
Feasibility for preparing large products with complex shapes
and structures.

1.3.2 Radiation theories
Thermal radiation is electromagnetic (EM) radiation generated by
the thermal motion of charged particles in matter. It represents a
conversion of thermal energy into electromagnetic energy. All matter
with a temperature greater than absolute zero emits thermal radiation.
The radiation theories are summarized in literature in Ref. [8, 10-13]. If
a radiation-emitting object meets the physical characteristics of a
black body in thermodynamic equilibrium, the radiation is called
blackbody radiation. Planck's law describes the spectrum of blackbody
8

radiation, which depends only on the object's temperature. Wien's
displacement law determines the most likely frequency of the emitted
radiation and the Stefan-Boltzmann law gives the radiant intensity.
The radiative heat transfer from one surface to another is equal to
the radiation entering the first surface from the other, minus the
radiation leaving the first surface. For a black body:
(1.5)
Q  A E F  A E F
1 2

1

b1 1 2

According to the reciprocity rule,

2

b2

21

A1 F1 2  A2 F21

, it simplifies to:

Q12  σA1 F12 (T14  T24 )

(1.6)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and F12 is the view
factor from surface 1 to surface 2.
For a grey body with only two surfaces, the heat transfer is equal to:
Q 

σ(T14  T24 )
1  1
1 2
1


A11 A1 F12 A2 2

(1.7)

where ε1 and ε2 are the respective emissivity of each surface.
The view factor ( FA B ) in radiative heat transfer is the proportion of
the radiation which leaves surface A that strikes surface B. The view
factor from a general surface A1 to another general surface A2 is given
by:

F12 

cos 1 cos  2
1
dA1dA2


A
A
πS 2
A1 1 2

(1.8)

where θ1/θ2 are the view angles between A1A2 line and their respective
normal vectors.
(1) Kirchhoff's law
The Kirchhoff's law points out that for an arbitrary opaque body
with fixed size and shape at a given temperature, the emissive power
can be described by a dimensionless ratio, called “emissivity” (ε) [31].
Emissivity varies at different temperatures and wavelengths. Thus,
there are three possibilities for an arbitrary body emitting and
absorbing thermal radiation in thermodynamic equilibrium:
(i) The emissivity equals the absorptivity at the same wavelength λ,
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i.e.     ;
(ii) A blackbody case is considered (perfect emitter and absorber of
radiation) and the emissivity is 1. For other bodies the emissivity
cannot exceed 1 and no one can thermally radiate more energy than
the blackbody (at equilibrium condition).
(iii) All types of EM radiation can undergo a number of interactions,
including reflection, absorption, transmission, refraction and
diffraction, depending on the wavelength of the radiation. This can be
characterized by the following equation:

        1

(1.9)

here, α, ρ and τ represent the spectral absorption, reflection and
transmission component, respectively. These elements are a function
of the wavelength (λ) of the EM radiation.
(2) Stefan-Boltzmann’s law
This law describes the total radiation emission power from a black
body as a function of its temperature per unit time and surface area
over all wavelengths and in all directions [8, 10].
For an ideal blackbody:


E   I    E d  σ T (K) 4 (W  m -2 )
0

(1.10)

where σ  5.67  10 8 W  m -2  K 4 is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, ε is the
emissivity, and A is the surface area of the radiation source.
(3) Planck’s distribution law
Planck’s law describes the EM radiation emitted by a blackbody in
thermal equilibrium at a certain temperature and wavelength interval
[32, 33]. Every physical body spontaneously and continuously emits
electromagnetic radiation. The higher the temperature of a body is, the
more radiation it emits at every wavelength and it has a maximum
intensity at a specific wavelength that depends on the temperature (see
Figure 1.6):
E ,b (T ) 

10

C1
(W  m 2  μm)
 [exp(C2 / T (K))  1]
5

(1.11)

where

C1  2 hc02  3.742 108 W  m 2  μm 4

(1.12)

C2  hc0 / k  1.439 104 μm  K

(1.13)

The fraction of total blackbody emission that is in a prescribed
wavelength interval or band ( 1    2 ) is:
F( 1 2 )  F(02 )  F(01 ) 

F(0 ) 





0



2

0

1

E ,b d   E ,b d
0

σT (K) 4

E ,b d

σT (K) 4

(1.14)
(1.15)

Figure 1.6. Line graph indicating the hemispherical radiation
distribution of the emission power over a wavelength range at
different body temperatures, according to Planck’s distribution law.
(4) Wien’s displacement law
Wien's displacement law states that the wavelength distribution of
thermal radiation from a blackbody at any temperature has essentially
11

the same shape as the distribution at any other temperature [34].
Blackbody radiation approximates to Wien's law at high frequency.
Many IR sources emit a continuum of wavelengths and the
wavelength of maximum spectral power is determined by:

max 

b
(μm)
T (K)

(1.16)

where b is Wien's displacement constant (2.8977721(26)×103μm·K).
As the source temperature increases, the peak of the radiation curve
moves towards shorter wavelengths while the intensity of the emitted
radiation increases (see from Figure 1.6).

1.3.3 Sintering by thermal radiation
The successful applications of thermal radiation for industrial IR
heating indicate its potential use in sintering processes. There have
been few studies based on the modifications of pressureless SPS
technique to create similar conditions as electric IR heating [35-42].
The basic principle is: the pulsed DC current passes through the
graphite spacers and die and heat them up due to the Joule heating
effect; the heated-up graphite matter, which are considered to be greybodies due to an emissivity value of ~0.90, give off strong thermal
radiation to the sample owing to a small heat transfer volume.
Salamon et al [35-37] performed sintering experiments inside a
pressureless SPS apparatus for rapid sintering of α-sialon [35],
alumina [36] and zirconia [37] ceramics. The homogeneous heat
transfer and high heating rates (up to 500 °C/min) enabled a rapid
preparation of dense and crack-free monoliths. Olevsky and
colleagues [38-41] also conducted investigations to consolidate
vanadium carbide [38], ZnO [39], hydroxyapatite [40], and SiC-C
composites [41]. T-shape punches were used to generate pressureless
sintering conditions, and they named it as “free-pressureless spark
plasma sintering (FPSPS)”. Similar work has been done by Zhang et
al [42] as well. All those work pointed out the usefulness of sintering
by thermal radiation for rapid consolidation of ceramic materials.
However, no further systematic or in-depth discussions were made.
In our present work, we developed this pressureless SPS method by
using graphite dies (with large inner diameter) and spacers with
different designs for the purpose of rapid sintering. Since sintering
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was performed in vacuum and conduction heat transfer was
minimized, intense thermal radiation was generated inside a small
volume and contributed predominantly to the heat transfer. We named
this novel sintering technique as “Sintering by Intense Thermal
Radiation (SITR)” [9]. The advantages of SITR are: i) a very rapid
heating rate is available according to the ability of conventional SPS;
ii) much less dwell time needed, and thus more energy-saving; iii)
more efficient heat transfer from the radiator to the sintered materials;
iv) almost no contamination as carbon diffusion is restricted; v) either
homogeneous or gradient temperature distribution can be tuned by
modifying the geometry and materials. Dense and strong zirconia
ceramics [43], porous silicon nitride ceramics [9], silicon
carbide/silicon nitride composite foams [44], as well as silicon carbide
cylinders with axially gradient porous structure [45] have been
achieved by this sintering method.

1.4 Motivations and objectives
In this thesis, the motivation and main focus is to investigate the
heat/mass transfer mechanisms, temperature distribution, and potential
applications of the SITR approach. On this account, the motivations
and objectives can be divided into several aspects as described below:
To re-recognize the role of thermal radiation during rapid
i)
sintering processes;
To find out the possible heat and mass transfer
ii)
mechanisms during SITR;
To study the influences of geometry/materials of radiator
iii)
and sintered objects on the temperature distribution by
both macroscopic numerical simulation and experimental
verification;
To apply the SITR approach for rapid densification of
iv)
dense/porous ceramic bulks.
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2. Experiments

2.1 Precursor materials
(1) Zirconia
Commercially available zirconia powders, TZ-3YSB-E (3 mol.%
Y2O3, average particle size 90 nm, crystallite size 36 nm) and Zpex (3
mol.% Y2O3, average particle size 40 nm, crystallite size 36 nm) from
Tosoh Co. (Tokyo, Japan), as well as 2.4 Y (2.4 mol.% Y2O3, average
particle size 80 nm, crystallite size 20 nm, a developing grade) from
Jiangxi Farmeiya materials Co., Ltd (Jiujiang, China) were used for
the sintering experiments described in Paper I and IV. TZ-3YSB-E
and Zpex powders were spray-dried into granules with an average size
of 34±12 and 29±10 μm, while 2.4Y powder was formed into dense
beads with average size of 82±34 μm by spray-freeze-drying process.
The theoretical sintered density values of TZ-3YSB-E, Zpex and 2.4Y
samples used for evaluation are 6.08, 6.08 and 6.09 g/cm3,
respectively. The morphology of the powders is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1. SEM images of commercial zirconia powders with
granulation: (a) TZ-3YSB-E, (b) Zpex, and (c) 2.4Y.
(2) Silicon nitride
Silicon nitride powder (grain size d50=0.6 μm, purity≥96 wt%, main
impurity was trace Fe, α phase≥91.5wt%, Yantai Tomley Hi-tech New
Materials, Yantai, Shandong, China) was used as the starting powder
for fabricating Si3N4 foams (Paper V) and SiC-Si3N4 foams (Paper VI).
For Si3N4 foams, the powder was mixed with 5 wt% Y2O3 (grain size
d50= 50 nm, purity≥99.95 wt%, Inframat Advanced Materials L.L.C.,
Manchester, New Hampshire, USA) and 5 wt% MgO (particle size
d50=4.6 μm, purity≥99.99 wt%, Bitossi Ceramiche S.R.L., Montelupo
Fiorentino, Firenze, Italy) as sintering additives. The powder mixture
was ball milled in ethanol for 4 h, and the obtained slurry was dried
and sieved through a 300 μm screen, followed by heat treatment in air
at 600 °C for 2 h, in order to form a thin oxide layer on the particle
surfaces. Subsequent foaming processes were performed based on the
treated powder mixture.
(3) Silicon carbide
For preparing SiC foams (Paper I and II), SiC powder (grain size
d50=0.6 μm, purity≥99.9 wt%, Shanghai Chao Wei Nanotechnology
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) with 10 wt% of Y2O3 (purity≥99.99 wt%,
Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany) and Al2O3 (purity≥98 wt%,
Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany) as sintering additives were
selected as starting materials.
For making SiC-Si3N4 foams (Paper VI), SiC nanopowder (grain
size d50=40 nm, purity≥99.9 wt%, Shanghai Chao Wei
Nanotechnology Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) and silicon nitride
powder (grain size d50=0.6 μm, purity≥96 wt%, main impurity is trace
Fe, α phase≥91.5wt%, Yantai Tomley Hi-tech New Materials, Yantai,
Shandong, China) were used as the raw materials. The sintering
additives, Y2O3 (purity≥99.99 wt%, Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH,
Germany) and Al2O3 (purity≥98 wt%, Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH,
Germany)
were
blended
with
mass
ratio
1:1:0.1:0.1
(SiC:Si3N4:Y2O3:Al2O3) and pre-mixed with 1 wt% (relative to the
powder mixture) catalytic ferrocene powder (Fe(C5H5)2, purity≥98
wt%, Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany). The powder mixture
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was ball milled in acetone for 3 h and the obtained slurry was then
dried and sieved through a 36 μm screen.

2.2 Foaming methods
2.2.1 Surfactant-based direct foaming
A surfactant-based direct foaming method was used to manufacture
Si3N4 green foams (Paper V), and the procedure is illustrated in Figure
2.2. The above-mentioned powder mixture was added stepwise to
deionized water containing 1 wt% (relative to the powder mixture)
dispersing agent polyacrylic acid (PAA, Sigma Aldrich Chemie
GmbH, Germany) under constant stirring. Subsequently, the Si3N4
slurry containing 35 vol% of solids was homogenized and dispersed
by ball milling for 2 h. The emulsification was induced by adding 5070 vol% octane (C8H18, Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany) and
0.22 vol% (with regard to the suspension) nonionic surfactant
polysorbate Tween@ 80 (VWR International, Bedfordshire, UK) with
stirring at 700-1000 rpm for 3 min. Afterwards, in such a surfactantstabilized emulsified suspension, foaming was conducted in plastic
moulds by octane droplet evaporation in ambient air for 24 h. The
evaporation of the oil (alkane) phase and concurrent drying (water
evaporation) enabled the transition of the emulsified suspensions into
green solid foams. Different oil contents and stirring speeds were
tested.

2.2.2 Protein-based gel-casting
A protein-based gel-casting method was applied for foaming porous
SiC (Paper I and II) and SiC-Si3N4 ceramics (Paper VI). It started with
dispersion, followed by gelling, casting, and drying (see Figure 2.2). 1
wt% PAA (Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany) was used as
dispersing agent. The foaming process was initiated by adding 1 wt%
(relative to the powder mixture) nonionic surfactant polysorbate
Tween®80 (Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany) with stirring at
1000 rpm for 5 min. Afterwards, 20 wt% (relative to the powder
mixture) egg white powder (Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany)
was introduced into the suspension as gelling agent and binder, and
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maintained at 60-80 °C for 30 min with vigorous stirring at 2000 rpm.
Then the wet foam slurry was poured into pre-heated moulds and
cooled to room temperature (20 °C). Complete drying was then
conducted in a humidity chamber at 50-80 °C/20-50 RH% for 72 h or
more.

Figure 2.2. A flow chart describing two procedures for preparing
ceramic foams; either through surfactant-based direct foaming or
protein-based gel-casting methods.

2.3 Sintering processes
2.3.1 Pre-pressing and CIP
Before sintering, zirconia ceramics were shaped into cylinders
(Paper III and IV). In a standard batch, ~4 g zirconia powder was
biaxially pre-pressed at 60 MPa, generating green ceramic disks with
size around Φ18 mm×(5.0-5.5) mm. Then, cold isostatic pressing (CIP)
was applied at 240 MPa with a dwell time of 180 s. The obtained diskshaped green bodies were collected for further treatment.

2.3.2 Burning-out
To remove the binders and other organics in all the ceramic green
bodies, burning-out process was carried out in air in a pressureless
resistance furnace (Neberterm GmbH, Lilienthal, Germany). The
temperature was raised from room temperature to 600 °C with a
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heating rate of 1 °C/min, kept for 180 min and then cooled down with
a cooling rate of 5 °C/min.

2.3.3 SITR processes
SITR processes were conducted in a modified pressureless SPS
apparatus (Dr. Sinter 2050, Sumitomo Coal Mining Co., Ltd, Tokyo,
Japan) under vacuum (see Figure 2.3). The ceramic green bodies were
placed inside cylindrical graphite dies with different sizes (Φ70 mm
(50 mm)×50 mm, Φ48 mm (40 mm)×40 mm, and Φ60 mm (54
mm)×55 mm). The samples were thermally insulated from the
conductive heat transfer from the supporting spacers by using graphite
felts. Different sintering regimes were adopted. In a typical cycle, the
temperature was automatically raised to 600 °C over a period of 3-5
min. Then, the samples were heated up to different sintering
temperatures with a heating rate of 50-200 °C/min, maintained for 110 min and naturally cooled down to room temperature, unless
specified. Normally, the temperature was monitored by two radiation
pyrometers: one controlled the temperature (T1) of the die during the
entire sintering regime (the focus point was on the outer surface of the
die) while the other directly measured the surface temperature (T2) of
the sample though the hole of ~5 mm in diameter of the die (the angle
between the center O and the two measuring points is ~60°), unless
specified. A small mechanical pressure (~5.6 kN) was applied on the
system to ensure good contact. Finally, the sintered ceramics were
collected for further characterizations.

2.3.4 Conventional pressureless sintering
For comparison purpose (Paper III and IV), conventional
pressureless sintering was performed in air in a resistance furnace
(Neberterm GmbH, Lilienthal, Germany) with the following heating
procedure: 1 or 5 °C/min to the sintering temperature with a dwell
time of 120 min and then cooled down at a rate of 5 °C/min.
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Figure 2.3. Configuration of the modified SPS machine used for the
SITR experiments. Adapted from Paper I with permission.

2.4 Characterizations
2.4.1 Composition, structure and morphology
Crystalline phase composition was determined by a PANalytical
X’pert PRO MPD diffractometer (PANalytical, Almelo, Netherlands)
using CuKα radiation (λ=1.5418 Å) over a 2θ range of 10~80° at
room temperature.
For tetragonal/monoclinic two-phase zirconia system, the
monoclinic phase content (fm) can be calculated base on the following
equations [46-49]:

1.311X m
1+0.311X m

(2.1)

I m (111)  I m (111)
I m (111)  I m (111)  It (101)

(2.2)

fm 

Xm 
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where Im(111) and Im(111) are the intensity values of the monoclinic
peaks (2θ=28° and 31.2°, respectively), while It(101) represents the
intensity of the tetragonal one (2θ=30°).
For silicon nitride ceramics mixture, the weight fraction of β-Si3N4
(xβ) was calculated by the direct comparison method [9, 50]:
x ( wt %)  (1.4434 

I  (101)
I  (101)  I (201)

 0.4434  (

I  (101)
I  (101)  I (201)

) 2 ) 100 (2.3)

Here, Iα(201) and Iβ(101) are the intensities of the (201) α-Si3N4 and (101)
β-Si3N4 powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) peaks, respectively.
A micro-Raman spectrometer (LabRAM HR 800, Horiba, Ltd.,
Kyoto, Japan) with a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm-1 was employed for
phase identification by using a Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 50 mW).
Before the measurement, the apparatus was spectrally calibrated using
the 520.7 cm-1 Raman line from a silicon wafer. The m-phase content
(fm, wt%) in the tetragonal/monoclinic two-phase zirconia system can
be calculated by the following equations based on their bands at 148,
180 and 192 cm-1 [49, 51]:

f m  0.19 

Xm 

0.13
 0.56
X m  1.01

I m (180cm 1 )  Im (192cm 1 )
I m (180cm 1 )  I m (192cm 1 )  It (148cm 1 )

(2.4)

(2.5)

The porosity values and pore size distribution of the samples with
pore diameter ranging from 100 nm to 100 μm were determined using
mercury intrusion porosimetry (Micromeritics AutoPore III 9410,
Norcross, Georgia, USA). The surface tension and the contact angle of
the mercury were set to 0.485 N/m and 130°, respectively.
The microstructure of the samples was characterized by a field
emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JSM-7000F, JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan), a LaB6 transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM2000FXII, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and a Schottky-type field
emission transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-2100F, JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan) operated at 200 kV, equipped with an energydispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector. Part of the SEM
samples were manufactured by a cross-section polishing machine
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(SM09010-CP, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for collecting backscattered electron (BE) images. Powder TEM samples were prepared
from the pulverized foams dispersed in ethanol with ultrasonification
for 5 min. Bulk TEM specimens were ground down to <100 μm and
then polished by using an ion slicer (EM-09100 IS, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan).
The grain size (for dense bulks) and cell/window size (for porous
bulks) were measured using the linear intercept method based on the
SEM images (ASTM E0112-10) by the imaging software, with a
three-dimensional correction factor of 1.2.
The commercial software (HSC Chemistry for Windows 6.1,
Outokumpu Research Oy., Pori, Finland) was employed for
thermodynamic calculations.

2.4.2 Property evaluations
(1) Density
The relative density values of the sintered samples were determined
by the Archimedes’ method. Normally, at least five samples were
measured to obtain the average density value.
(2) Compressive strength
The compressive strength of the ceramic foams was measured at 25
°C using a universal testing machine (1121 UTM, Instron, Norwood,
MA, USA). The cross-head speed was 1.0 mm/min and the
compressive load cell was 5000 N. A minimum of five specimens
with a nominal dimension of 10×10×10 mm3 were tested per data
point (ASTM C133- 97).
(3) Bending strength
The biaxial flexural strengths for the sintered zirconia ceramics
were measured with a piston-on-three-balls set-up (ISO 6872
standard), on a universal testing machine (Zwick Z050, Zwick GmbH
& Co. KG, Ulm, Germany) at a loading rate of 1 mm/min. An average
value was obtained from at least five samples.
(4) Micro-hardness and indentation toughness
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The hardness and toughness of the zirconia samples were
determined using a Vickers indentation hardness tester (Zwick GmbH
& Co. KG, Ulm, Germany). The indents on the samples were made
using a Vickers-type indenter by applying a 10 kg load for 15 s. The
hardness values were determined by the expression below [52]:

H  1.8544

P
d2

(2.6)

where H is the hardness, P is the applied load, and d is diagonal of the
indentation.
The indentation toughness was then calculated directly from the
crack lengths using the method of Niihara for Palmqvist cracks [53,
54]:
l
H 2/5 Ha1/2
) (
)
K IC  0.035( ) 1/2 (

a
E

(2.7)

where Φ is the constraint factor (≈3), E is the elastic modulus (here for
zirconia samples it is assumed to be 200 GPa), a is the half-diagonal
of the Vickers indent and l is the crack length measured from the
indent edge.
(5) Permeability test
Gas permeability tests for SiC-Si3N4 ceramic foams were carried
out using an argon flow by a porosimeter (see Figure 2.4). All the
samples were cut into disks with dimensions of Φ(20.5~22.5)
mm×(7.6~7.7) mm and measured at room temperature (25 °C) and
high temperature (600 °C). The Darcian and non-Dacian permeability
parameters, namely k1 (m2) and k2 (m), were calculated from the
measured flow rate and pressure drop using Forchheimer’s equation
[44, 55, 56]:
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Pi 2  Po2 
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2 Po L

(2.8)
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(2.9)

k1 


a

, k2 


b

(2.10)

where Pi and Po are the absolute fluid pressure at the inlet and outlet
of the sample, respectively. L is the thickness of the disk-shaped
sample, μ and ρ are the viscosity and density of the gas fluid at
measuring temperature (for argon μ=2.27×10-5 Pa·s at room
temperature and 5.14×10-5 Pa·s at 600 °C, ρ=1.616 kg·m-3 at room
temperature and 0.547 kg·m-3 at 600 °C), vs is the velocity of the fluid.
The given Eq. (2.9) is the fitted function for Eq. (2.8) and the
permeability parameter values can be given by Eq. (2.10).

Figure 2.4. Gas permeability measurement set-ups for (a) room
temperature (25 °C) and (b) high temperature (up to 600 °C)
recordings. The pressure drop to achieve a certain gas flow through a
fixed filter area is monitored. Reproduced from Paper VI with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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3. Sintering by intense thermal radiation (SITR)

In this part, we described the SITR approach. Both numerical
simulation and experimental verification were applied to evaluate the
temperature distribution by varying the geometry/material of the SITR
set-up. In addition, asymmetric radiation was introduced for the
purpose of rapidly consolidating porous ceramics with a gradient
porous structure. This part is partially based on Paper I and II.

3.1 Set-up
The sintering facility for the temperature distribution study and
most of the sintering practice (except for asymmetric radiation) is
schematically described in Figure 2.3. It consists of two electrodes
(attached with the water cooling plates), three pairs of symmetrically
placed graphite spacers, two radiators, and a hollow die inside which
are the samples. The only difference from the conventional SPS
configuration is that in the modified set-up the die is directly
contacted with the radiators above and underneath without any punch
in between, so that samples have no mechanical pressure. The die
acted as a small-volume “furnace” and thermal radiation was then
generated through the Joule effect induced by the penetrating electric
current along the die walls and radiators. Graphite felt ribbons with
inner diameter a bit smaller than the sample disk were used as
supporter and their height can be adjusted, ensuring that the sample
disk was three-dimensionally centered. In addition, graphite felt
insulator with a strip-shape hole was wrapped around the outer surface
of the die to reduce heat loss. The temperatures T1 and T2 were
measured for monitoring the sintering procedure and also for the
comparisons between simulations and experiment results.

3.2 Temperature distribution
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According to the radiation heat transfer equation described in Eq.
(1.7), the energy transfer mainly depends on the material of the
radiator (ε1), the material of the sample (ε2), as well as their relative
geometry and location (F1→2). Those factors would also influence the
temperature distribution of SITR system and further affect the
sintering kinetics (densification process). FEM based numerical
simulations were conducted to master the temperature distribution.
The studied impact factors included the radiator geometry, sample
geometry and radiating area. Furthermore, experimental verifications
were performed by measuring the real-time temperatures. Due to the
complexity, effects of the radiator and sample materials were not
mentioned here, but they can be indicated from the sintering practice
(ZrO2/SiC/Si3N4 ceramics) discussed in Chapter 5.
Numerical simulations were achieved by COMSOL Multiphysics
software package that couples Joule heating, thermal conduction
through solid and porous media, as well as the radiative heat transfer
components. The temperatures are obtained by solving the partial
differential equations [8, 57-60].
Different model systems used for later simulation are illustrated in
Figure 3.1. To simplify, each system consisted of five parts: two
Inconel electrodes connected with water-cooling plates (with fixed
size), six graphite spacers (with fixed size), top/bottom radiators
(graphite, with varying size), and one hollow graphite die (with
varying size) with sample located inside. In the following studies, the
only differences of the models are the size of the die, the size of the
top/bottom radiator, as well as the radiating surfaces of the radiators.
In order to reduce the unnecessary complexity of modelling, several
assumptions and initial boundary conditions were applied: (a) the
sintering process took place in vacuum, so heat losses by conduction
or convection through the gas can be neglected; (b) the samples are
considered to be grey-bodies that emitted/absorbed the bands of
radiation based on their emissivity values; (c) effects from graphite
foils and felts under the sample are disregarded; (d) the ambient
surroundings of the system inside the chamber behave as a blackbody,
meaning that the emissivity and absorptivity values were equal to 1
while the reflectivity was 0; (e) all the electrical and thermal contacts
are considered to be ideal, i.e. perfect interfaces with no loss; (f) the
porosity is assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the
specimen, and for ceramic foams the shrinkage is disregarded; (g) the
strain effect of the system from the applied external pressure is
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neglected; (h) current flux direction was from top to bottom and the
input was controlled by different voltage values applied; (i) the
cooling water plates and the electrodes are considered as an integrated
and their temperature was kept at a constant value of 293 K during the
entire process; (j) the initial temperature of the system was set to 293
K; (k) the thermal expansion effect is neglected; (l) unless specified
all the solutions were stationary.

Figure 3.1. Schematic details of the set-up and models used for
simulation and verifying experiments (Unit: mm). Adapted from
Paper I with permission.
The input physical parameters as a function of temperature are
listed in Table 3.1, all obtained from suppliers and literature [57, 61].
For all of the models, an initial voltage was applied to simulate the
temperature distribution difference ΔT (=T1-T2). The voltage value
was altered to obtain different T1 values (1000~1800 °C) in
accordance with the achieved experimental conditions.
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Table 3.1 The input physical parameters of the materials as a function of temperature for
simulation (T in °K).

3.2.1 Effect of radiator geometry
In this investigation, the effects of graphite dies with two different
geometries were analyzed, i.e. Φ48 mm (40 mm)×40 mm for Model 1
and Φ60 mm (54 mm)×55 mm for Model 2. SiC foam disks (size Φ20
mm×20 mm, porosity ~70 vol%) were prepared by a protein based
gel-casting approach and were used for simulation and subsequent
sintering experiments. To achieve convergence in simulations, the
thermal conductivity, density, heat capacity at constant pressure and
surface emissivity values of the sample were set to be 7.2 W·m-1·K-1,
1.10 g·cm-3, 520 J·kg-1·K-1, and 0.80, respectively. An input voltage of
2.85 V was applied for both models.
The simulation results for the temperature distribution of the two
models are shown in Figure 3.2. As can be seen in the overall
distribution of the system (see Figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(d)), the maximum
temperatures achieved for Model 1 and 2 are 1804 °C and 1572 °C,
respectively. Both of the areas with the highest temperature are
located symmetrically in the center region of the die close to the hole.
For the inner surfaces of the die which gave off radiation to the
sample, both of them encountered a ~20 °C decrease compared with
the outer surface of the die owing to the thickness of the wall (see
Figure 3.2(b) and 3.2(e)). The surface temperatures of the top and
bottom spacers are below 1000 °C, much lower than that of the inner
surfaces of the die. It indicates that radiation from the die surface was
much more significant. However, as can be seen in Figure 3.2(c) and
3.2(f), the samples obtained maximum temperature symmetrically at
the left and right side of the hole projection point (measuring point for
T2). The maximum temperature achieved for the sample are 1593 °C
(Model 1) and 1376 °C (Model 2), and they are ~211 °C and ~196 °C
lower than the outer surface of the die, respectively. Besides, inside
the sample there is also a temperature gradient of ~202 °C and ~114
°C, respectively.
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Figure 3.2. Simulation results depicting the temperature distribution of
the two models in different parts: (a) (d) overall system (max. Model 1:
1804 °C; Model 2: 1572 °C), (b) (e) inner radiation surfaces of the die
and spacers (Model 1: 1782 ~ 886 °C; Model 2: 1555 ~ 765 °C), as
well as (c) (f) the radiation surfaces of the sample (Model 1: 1593 ~
1391 °C; Model 2: 1376 ~ 1262 °C). Reproduced from Paper I with
permission.
For verification, further experiments were conducted to compare
the temperature difference (ΔT) between the maximum temperature of
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the die (T1) and the hole projection point of the sample (T2), see Figure
3.3. Different input voltage values were applied to achieve difference
T1 (1000 ~1800 °C). As seen in Figure 3.3(a) and 3.3(b), the ΔT
values at 1800 °C are ~200 °C and ~300 °C for Model 1 and 2,
respectively. With temperature increasing, both of the simulated and
experimental ΔT went up, but their difference gradually decreased. It
shows that the simulation results have better agreement with the
experimental ones at higher temperatures. This is mainly due to the
fact that thermal radiation is much more enhanced at elevated
temperatures, making the solution of the models more accurate. To
examine how dwell time could influence the ΔT, both cases with 10
min dwelling at 1800 °C were measured, see Figure 3.3(c). The result
shows that the sample received continuous heat from the radiators
during dwell time so the ΔT values were reduced (finally only ~50 °C
for Model 1 and ~80 °C for model 2). A lesser ΔT value will result in
more efficient sintering. So the indication is that during the SITR
process the temperature of the sample can reach the radiators within
minutes’ dwell. However, some deviations between simulation and
experiments can still be observed from the curves as a result of
previous assumptions and boundary conditions.

Figure 3.3. Simulation results showing temperature differences ΔT
(=T1-T2) at 1000~1800 °C by varying the input voltage compared with
the experimental data recorded for (a) Model 1 and (b) Model 2, as
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well as (c) the experimental data for ΔT evolution at 1800 °C during
10 min dwell for both systems. Adapted from Paper I with permission.
In sintering practice, an “efficient” sintering requires: (i) minimum
input and maximum output, i.e. the input voltage should be as low as
possible to generate maximum temperature; (ii) the final temperature
of the sample after heating should be as close as possible to that of the
radiators. On this account, Model 1 is more efficient than Model 2 as
its sample has a higher temperature achieved with the same input
voltage.

3.2.2 Effect of sample geometry
In this part, graphite cylinders were used as samples for sintering
experiments since there is no structure or phase change during the
sintering process below 2000 °C. Three different sizes were compared,
i.e. Φ20 mm×10 mm (Model 3, M3), Φ20 mm×20 mm (Model 4, M4),
and Φ30 mm×30 mm (Model 5, M5). All the other conditions are the
same as model 1. Figure 3.4 illustrates the simulated temperature
distribution at T1=1800 °C. As can be seen, M5 has the highest
temperature distribution (1551 °C) but the largest temperature gradient
over the sample (124 °C).
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Figure 3.4. Simulated temperature distribution of the samples at
T1=1800 °C with different sizes: (a) M3, Φ20 mm×10 mm
(1464~1510 °C); (b) M4, Φ20 mm×20 mm (1467~1535 °C); and (c)
M5, Φ30 mm×30 mm (1427~1551 °C).
The simulated and experimental data at 1000~1800 °C temperature
with a dwell time of 5 min were shown in Figure 3.5. The findings can
be concluded as: i) ΔT values increased at the beginning and finally
decreased even during holding at 1800 °C. The final temperatures
were very close to T1; ii) sample in M5 achieved the highest
temperature with the final temperature difference less than ~20 °C.
The experimental results are in good agreement with the simulation
predictions with regard to the temperature evolution. A possible
explanation is that, for the sample with a larger size (M5), the distance
between the radiator and the surfaces of the sample is shorter (view
factor FA→B increased), leading to a higher amount of radiation energy
transfer.

Figure 3.5. Simulated (dot line) and experimental (solid line) results
for M3-M5 showing evolution of temperature difference ΔT (=T1-T2)
at 1000~1800 °C with a dwell time of 5 min.
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3.2.3 Effect of radiating area
To study the effect of radiating area, two different surfaces of the
radiators were used for generating radiation with different intensities.
One model is the same as M3 that the surfaces of top/bottom spacers
(T+D) and the inner surrounding wall of the die (S) were applied. The
other model (M6) only considered the radiation from the inner
surrounding wall of the die (S) while heat transfer from T+D was
blocked. All the other conditions are the same as M3. The simulated
data at T1=1800 °C and the experimental measurements for ΔT
evolution at 1000~1800 °C with a dwell time of 5 min are displayed in
Figure 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. With only one radiating surface in
M6, the temperature achieved for the sample is ~60 °C lower than M3
(see Figure 3.6). From the ΔT evolution in Figure 3.7, it is obvious
that at each same T1 value and dwell time the M6 sample has a lower
temperature than M3. After 5 min dwell, the final ΔT obtained for M6
sample is ~230 °C and ~80 °C for M3. All the results revealed that the
temperature distribution also depends on the radiating surface area,
and larger area would generate more energy transfer. Accordingly, an
isotropic 3D heating volume is necessary for the SITR process.

Figure 3.6. Simulated temperature distribution of the samples at
T1=1800 °C with varying the radiating surface areas: (a) M6, S
(1398~1451 °C) and (b) M3, T+B+S (1464~1510 °C). Both the
samples have the same size (Φ20 mm×10 mm).
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Figure 3.7. Experimental results for M3 and M6 showing the
evolution of measured temperature differences ΔT (=T1-T2) at
1000~1800 °C with a dwell time of 5 min.

3.3 Asymmetric radiation
All of the above-mentioned models concern the symmetric
geometry of the SITR system that induces a symmetric temperature
distribution. However, a gradient temperature distribution can also be
introduced by using top/bottom radiators with different materials
and/or geometries. In this part, we attempted to rapidly sinter silicon
carbide foam with an axially gradient porous structure. To achieve this
goal a porous SiC green body with a porosity of ~80 vol% derived
from the protein-based gel-casting process was used as the test
material. The subsequent sintering experiments were performed in the
SITR system by simultaneously using graphite and carbon fiber
reinforced carbon (Cf/C) composites radiators. Numerical simulation
by COMSOL was conducted, with the onset parameters of SiC foam
being 2.6 W·m-1·K-1 (thermal conductivity), 0.625 g·cm-3 (density),
150 J·kg-1·K-1(heat capacity at constant pressure), and 0.80 (surface
emissivity), respectively. An input voltage of 3.79 V was applied.
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The model for both the simulation and the experiment is described
in Figure 3.8. The modified SPS system consisted of five parts: two
Inconel electrodes connected with water-cooling plates (Φ120 mm×90
mm), six symmetrically located graphite spacers (Φ150 mm×20 mm,
Φ120 mm×20 mm and Φ100 mm×20 mm), two asymmetrical
radiators (top: Cf/C, Φ45 mm×18 mm; bottom: graphite, Φ60 mm×15
mm), and one hollow graphite die (Φ48 mm (40 mm)×40 mm) with a
cylindrical SiC bulk (Φ15 mm×24 mm) centered inside. Two radiation
thermometers were used to measure temperatures (see Figure 3.8(a)):
one is for regulating the sintering program (T1, located on the top die
surface close to the Cf/C radiator) while the other is to measure the
temperature of the bottom radiator (T2). Graphite felts were used at
three different positions: surrounding the outer wall of the die (to
reduce heat loss by radiation to the environment), surrounding the
inner wall of the die (to insulate the radiation between the inner wall
of the die and the sample, ~8 mm from the top) and under the sample
(for supporting the sample and minimize the conductive heat transfer
from the graphite radiator to the sample). The final radiating areas will
include the downward surface of the Cf/C radiator (diameter 40 mm),
the upward surface of the graphite radiator (above the sample top,
diameter 15 mm), and the surrounding graphite radiator (diameter 40
mm, height 8 mm), see Figure 3.8(b). The amount of Joule heat (QJoule)
and the net heat gain (Q) of the radiators during sintering can be
calculated using the equations:
QJoule  I eq 2 Rt

(3.1)

Q   p ,m T

(3.2)

where Ieq is the equivalent electric current, R is the electric resistance,
t is the time, γp,m is the specific heat at constant pressure, and ΔT is the
temperature increase. When sintering equilibrium is reached QJoule≈Q;
Rearrangement of Eq. (3.1) and (3.2) leads to Eq. (3.3):
T 

R

 p ,m

I eq 2t

(3.3)

As
Ieq(Cf/C)=Ieq(graphite),
R(Cf/C)>R(graphite)
and
γp,m(Cf/C)<γp,m(graphite), the temperature increase of Cf/C radiator (ΔT)
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is larger than that of graphite radiator. It means that at any time the
Cf/C radiator will be “hotter” than graphite radiator and a temperature
gradient is generated axially between the two radiators. In the image
during sintering the Cf/C radiator is much brighter (hotter) than the
graphite radiator, see Figure 3.8(c). The strong brightness contrast
proves the occurring large temperature difference.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.9. It can be observed
that the temperature distribution over the radiators and die is
asymmetric (see Figure 3.9(a)). The temperature of the Cf/C radiator is
about 1600 °C while that of the graphite radiator is below 800 °C.
With radiative heat transfer from the radiators the temperatures of the
sample are 1328 °C (top) and 610 °C (bottom), see Figure 3.9(b). The
temperature decreases near-linear along the sample core from the top
to the bottom, as exposed by the line graph in Figure 3.9(c). All the
simulation results confirm the formation of a >700 °C temperature
gradient in both radiators and the sample.

Figure 3.8. (a) Schematic details of the stationary model with a fixed
geometry used for simulation; (b) an illustration showing the radiating
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areas for heat transfer; and (c) the image of the core part during
sintering (Unit: mm). Adapted from Paper II with permission.

Figure 3.9. Simulation results depicting the gradient temperature
distribution of the stationary model: (a) overall system (max.: 1600
°C), (b) the radiation surfaces of the sample (1328 ~ 610 °C), as well
as the (c) temperature change of the cylinder center along the axial
direction. Reproduced from Paper II with permission.
Experiments were performed by sintering SiC foams at T1=1600 °C
for 5 min. Different fragments taken from top (close to the Cf/C
radiator) to bottom (close to the graphite radiator) of the sintered SiC
foam were sampled for further characterizations.
The real temperatures (T1 and T2) were measured during the entire
sintering process with 5 min dwell time. The result (depicted in Figure
3.10) suggested that ΔT(=T1-T2) was increased rapidly with
temperature rising to 1600 °C and started to decline during the
prolonged dwell time. The real temperature difference between the
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sample top and bottom parts is difficult to measure, but it can be still
estimated to be ~600 °C based on the ΔT values.

Figure 3.10. The experimental data for T1-T2 and T1 evolution during
sintering to 1600 °C with 5 min dwell (T in °C). Reproduced from
Paper II with permission.
The morphology and pore properties from the top and bottom parts
of the sample after sintering were evaluated, see the results in Figure
3.11 and 3.12. A series of pore morphology images in Figure 3.11(a)(d) indicate that all parts kept the macro-porous structure. However,
measurement of the pore cell size revealed significant differences
from the top to bottom: 106±36 μm (Figure 3.11(a)), 122±32 μm
(Figure 3.11(b)), 169±41 μm (Figure 3.11(c)) and 250±84 μm (Figure
3.11(d)). The porous structure with pore size gradient resulted from
the temperature differences that were generated by different thermal
radiation intensities and is in accordance with the simulation results. It
can be also seen that the struts of the top parts (Figure 3.11(a) and (b))
are more rigid than the bottom parts (Figure 3.11(c) and (d)). The
reason is that with a dwell at 1600 °C the real temperature of the top
part is sufficiently high for neck formations between SiC grains by a
liquid-phase sintering condition. In contrast, non-sintering occurred
for the bottom part with holding much lower temperature (~1000 °C).
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Figure 3.11. A series of SEM images of taken from top to bottom of
the silicon carbide foam sintered at T1=1600 °C with 5 min dwell. The
insert is the optical image of the sintered bulk sample. Reproduced
from Paper II with permission.
Further, the pore size distribution profiles of two parts (from top
and bottom) determined by mercury porosimetry are illustrated in
Figure 3.12. For the bottom part, the open porosity is 79.8 vol% and
two populations of pores were detected: larger pores with dimensions
10~100 µm (related to the cell windows and occasional macro-defects)
and smaller pores with sizes ranging 0.1~1 µm (related to the residual
porosity). In comparison, the top part which was better sintered
possessed less open porosity (41.4 vol%). It also displayed a narrower
pore size distribution within the 10~100 µm range and almost
eliminated 0.1~1 µm porosity (due to sintering).
In conclusion, all observations have proved that asymmetric
radiation conditions favour the formation of gradient structures
characterized by different open porosity levels, pore sizes and their
size distributions. The findings demonstrated that this sintering
approach is efficient for fast fabricating functionally graded materials
(FGMs).
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Figure 3.12. The measured pore size distributions of specimens
collected at the top and bottom parts of the sintered silicon carbide
foam. Reproduced from Paper II with permission.
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4. Heat and mass transfer during SITR

In this part, experiments were designed to explore the heat and mass
transfer mechanisms during SITR process. TZP ceramics were
selected as the test material. We attempted to address three issues: i)
why SITR could favor such a rapid heating; ii) how the thermal
radiation interacted with the sintered materials; and iii) how rapid
mass transport took place during sintering. This part is mainly based
on Paper III.

4.1 Experiments
Two types of TZP powder, namely Zpex and 2.4Y, were used as
precursors for the sintering experiments. The powders were biaxially
pre-pressed at 60 MPa and then CIPed at 240 MPa. With removing the
binder at 600 °C, the obtained green disks were placed inside a
modified SPS set-up (see Figure 2.3) for the SITR processes (denoted
as Zpex_SITR and 2.4Y_SITR, respectively). The sintering
temperature was 1500 °C with a dwell time of 5 min. A natural
cooling (~400 °C/min) was encountered at the end of each sintering
cycle. In comparison, the samples were sintered in a conventional
convection furnace at 1500 °C for 120 min (labeled as 2.4Y_CS) with
a cooling rate of 5 °C/min. The details of the sintering parameters are
listed in Table 4.1. The sintered samples together with the green
bodies were then collected for mercury porosimetry, SEM, XRD,
Raman and TEM study.

Table 4.1. Sintering parameters and density (green body,
GB and sintered body, SB) of the zirconia samples. From
Paper III.
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Sample

Sintering parameters

Zpex_SITR

200°C/min/1500°C/5min

2.4Y_SITR

200°C/min/1500°C/5min

2.4Y_CS

1°C/min/1500°C/120min

Relative density
(%)
GB
SB
52.6±0.1
98.1±0.2
52.0±0.2

99.7±0.1
99.9±0.1

4.2 Heat transfer mechanism
The optical images of the sintered zirconia samples are shown in
Figure 4.1 and the corresponding density values are illustrated in
Table 4.1. It can be seen that both samples were well densified, while
sample 2.4Y_SITR possessed a much higher relative density
(99.7±0.1%) than Zpex_SITR (98.1±0.2%). In addition, both of the
sintered ceramic bulks were crack-free.

Figure 4.1. Optical images of the sintered Zpex and 2.4Y samples.
Adapted from Paper III.
Mercury porosimetry was performed to study the pore size
distribution of the green bodies before sintering (see Figure 4.2). Both
of the green bodies have two groups of pores: mainly nano-sized pores
(0.01~0.05 μm range), and a small amount of micron-sized pores
(5~11 μm). The peak sizes for nano- and micro-pores are ~40 nm and
~8 μm, respectively. However, it is noticeable that the 2.4Y green
body has larger amount of the micron-sized pores than Zpex one.
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Figure 4.2. Pore size distribution for the Zpex and 2.4Y green bodies.
From Paper III.
The formation of those two classes of pores in zirconia green bodies
is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.3. For the 2.4Y sample, the
nano-sized pores originate from the loosely packed primary particles
(grain size 80 nm) with lowest coordination. The denser packed
primary particles with higher coordination also contribute to a firm
granule (or secondary particle) where the formed larger pores (in
micron scale) are generated. During pre-pressing and CIP processes
these micron-sized pores suffer deformation, but will still remain.
However, for Zpex green body, due to a different binder profile, the
micron-sized pores can be almost eliminated during pressing. This is
in good agreement with their observed morphology shown in Figure
4.4. Both micron-sized and nano-sized pores can be found in the 2.4Y
green body, but only nano-sized pores are observed in the Zpex one.
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Figure 4.3. Schematic illustration of the two types of packing pores in
zirconia green bodies. From Paper III.

Figure 4.4. SEM images of the fracture surfaces in (a) 2.4Y and (b)
Zpex green bodies. From Paper III.
The microstructure appearances of the fracture surfaces of different
sintered samples are displayed in Figure 4.5(a)-(e). The 2.4Y_SITR
sample has a grain size of 240 ± 52 nm (see Figure 4.5(a) and (b)).
Pores both in nano- and micron-scale can be observed. Similarly, the
2.4Y_CS sample, sintered in a conventional way, has pore dimension
from a few tens of nanometers to about one micron, but with more
pronounced grain growth (472 ± 108 nm) due to a much longer dwell
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time (see Figure 4.5(c) and (d)). In comparison, the Zpex_SITR
sample with a grain size of 244 ± 59 nm contains a large amount of
nano-sized pores while the micron-sized pores can be hardly found
(see Figure 4.5(e)). The remnant micron-sized pores are ascribed to
the larger micron-sized pores found in the green bodies after
consolidation. The nano-sized pores, which have a larger size than in
the green bodies, resulted from motion of pores and coalescence of
primary particles [1].
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Figure 4.5. SEM images for the fracture surfaces of (a) (b) 2.4Y_SITR,
(c) (d) 2.4Y_CS and (e) Zpex_SITR. Both nano-sized and micronsized pores can be observed for the 2.4Y samples, but only nano-sized
pores are visible for the Zpex sample. From Paper III.
XRD analysis was employed to investigate the phase composition
after sintering, see the patterns of the polished surfaces in Figure 4.6.
The peaks located at 30~80° prove the presence of a tetragonal phase
in all the samples [47]. Traces of m-phase were also detected from
much smaller peaks. The presence of the monoclinic zirconia is
probably induced in the surface by the stress relief during polishing. It
is well known that the t→m phase transformation of pure ZrO2
associates with a shear transformation strain of ~16% and a
corresponding ~4% volume change [62-66]. During rapid cooling to
room temperature it usually leads to cracks in the sintered body.
Interestingly, the ZrO2 bulks consolidated by SITR processes
displayed a crack-free feature, even with a high heating rate (200
°C/min) and cooling rate (~400 °C/min). It reveals that TZP
(Tetragonal Zirconia Polycrystals) was well stabilized by an addition
of 2.4 mol% and, of course, by 3 mol% Y2O3 [52, 67].
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Figure 4.6. XRD patterns of the polished surfaces of the sintered
zirconia samples. From Paper III.
The backscattering SEM images of the sintered 2.4Y and Zpex
samples are illustrated in Figure 4.7. As can be seen, a uniform grain
size distribution was achieved, and the measured grain size values are
277±69 nm and 236±79 nm, respectively. These facts are in
agreement with those measured from their fracture surfaces.

Figure 4.7. Back-scattering SEM images for the sintered zirconia
samples: (a) 2.4Y_SITR; (b) Zpex_SITR. The red arrows indicate the
possibility of sub-nanocrystals inside a single grain. From Paper III.
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Considering all the results, one may ask two questions:
(i) Why both samples could be densified within minutes although
typically zirconia is IR-translucent?
(ii) Why the 2.4Y_SITR sample has a higher sintered density than the
Zpex_SITR even they have no difference in green density or sintering
parameters?
To address these questions, note that firstly energy transfer between
the heated radiators and samples depends mainly on emission intensity
from the radiators and the interactions between the radiation and
samples [8]. According to Stefan-Boltzmann’s law, the total emission
power during SITR of zirconia at 1500 °C can be estimated as:
0.9×5.67×10-8×17734 W·m-2≈5×105 W·m-2. In comparison, the
radiation flux during selective laser-beam melting (SLM) of ZrO2Al2O3 powder by a CO2-laser beam is in the order of 106 W·m-2, as
reported by Wilkes et al. [68]. The SLM beam power can lead to preheating of the ZrO2-Al2O3 ceramic powder up to 1715 °C. The fact
that the emission power during SITR process is comparable with that
during SLM process ensures the possibility for rapid sintering zirconia
ceramic by intense thermal radiation. Additionally, the radiation
density (radiation power per unit volume with 1 m2 radiating area)
during SITR of zirconia is up to ~108 W·m-3, considering a radiating
area of ~70 cm2 and a volume of ~50 cm3. This radiation density is
much higher than that of the conventional pressureless sintering
furnaces.
Secondly, thermal radiation can be regarded as a collection of
emitted EM waves of different wavelengths. Normally, the
interactions between EM waves and matters take place through
absorption and scattering [8]. During the SITR process, when the
incident thermal radiation encounters the particles/aggregates of the
translucent zirconia body, the following processes might occur. Part of
the radiation is scattered by the surfaces; the remainder penetrates into
the body and is partially absorbed; some radiation is internally
scattered by the interfaces formed between zirconia particles (solidsolid interface, S-S) and pore surfaces (solid-gas, S-G); finally, any
rest radiation, as well as the scattered radiation which is not absorbed,
would transmit out of the body [8]. The absorption of EM waves in
the body transfer energy from the heat radiators and, subsequently,
increases the temperature of the ceramic body.
Scattering is the cumulative effect of optical phenomena including
interference, reflection, refraction and diffraction which redirect the
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incident radiation energy spectrally and directionally [69-73]. In
general, the degree of absorption and scattering is dependent on the
zirconia particle profile (size, shape and structure) and incident
wavelength. The scattering profile can be obtained by solving the
well-known Maxwell equations [8]. A dimensionless scaling
parameter ξ, called size parameter, is used to indicate different
scattering features:



D


(4.1)

where D is the diameter of the zirconia particles (spherical shape), λ is
the relative incident radiation wavelength during SITR.
If ξ<<1 (D<0.1λ), the Rayleigh scattering theory can be adapted; If
ξ>>1 (D>10λ), the anomalous diffraction approximation (ADA) or
geometric optics approximation (GOA) is applied. For the particles
having a comparable size to the radiation wavelength, i.e. ξ≈1, the
Lorenz-Mie solution can be used. In Rayleigh scattering, the
scattering cross section is proportional to the inverse fourth power of
the radiation wavelength [69-73]. This suggests that when the incident
radiation comprises a wavelength spectrum, the shorter wavelength
radiation will be scattered with a strong preference. In Lorenz-Mie
scattering, it is larger in the forward direction than in the reverse
direction. The greater the particle size, the more of the light is
scattered in the forward direction [69-73].
In our case (see the illustration in Figure 4.8), the incident radiation
with different wavelengths penetrates into the zirconia powder
compact and interacts with the particles. The peak emission
wavelength (PEW) has high impact as it holds the largest amount of
energy according to Wien’s displacement law. At the sintering
temperature (1500 °C), PEW is calculated to be ~1.63 μm based on Eq.
(1.16). When the radiation (λ≈1~5 PEW) encounters the primary
particles, Rayleigh scattering occurs at the S-S and S-G interfaces as
the nano-sized pore (~40 nm) is much smaller than PEW. However,
due to the presence of the micron-sized pores, that have a comparable
size distribution (5~11 μm) to the PEW range, Lorenz-Mie scattering
takes place at the S-S and S-G interfaces. The redirected energy of the
scattered radiation can be scattered back to the particle and may
eventually be absorbed due to the increased transmission paths. The
multiple internal scatterings result in an efficient absorption which can
“heat” the particle rapidly. One should also notice that even if few
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micron-sized pores exist (as for sample Zpex_SITR), densification can
still take place as there are also emitted radiations with shorter
wavelengths. This can also cause effective scattering at the nano-sized
interfaces. This is why both of the samples can be densified. In
another sense, too high amount of micron-sized pores may not benefit
sintered density since they could significantly lower the green body
density and hamper the densification process. Therefore, there should
be a limit concentration level for those “critical” pores that induce
Lorenz-Mie scatterings.

Figure 4.8. Schematic illustration of the interactions between thermal
radiation and the zirconia body during the SITR process, cf. the text.
From Paper III.
Now the answers to the questions proposed above can be drawn:
(i) The SITR process has a high radiation power (comparable to
laser melting) and a high radiation density (3D heating volume) that
generate an abundant amount of heat;
(ii) The presence of the micron-sized pores (with size comparable to
PEW) inside 2.4Y_SITR samples generated enhanced multiple
Lorenz-Mie scattering at the interfaces, which significantly increased
the travel path of the radiation waves with a more efficient energy
transfer.
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4.3 Mass transfer mechanism
The SEM images in Figure 4.7 reveal different contrasts
(dark/white colors) among individual grains. More interestingly, dots
with varying contrast inside a single grain are apparent (see the areas
marked with red arrows). It appears almost in all 2.4Y grains and is
also found in grains of the Zpex sample. A possible hint of the nature
of this contrast shift is the existence of a sub-crystal structure inside a
single grain. This conclusion is based on the observations presented in
our previous work that ordered coalescence-mediated necking was
stimulated via rapid heating conditions [74-79].
A further detailed TEM analysis was performed on the sintered
2.4Y and Zpex bulks to certify this statement and the results are
presented in Figure 4.9. The top-right inserts show the sintered grains
with an average size of ~200 nm. The gain boundaries can be clearly
detected. However, both of their high-resolution TEM images reveal a
single ZrO2 grain built up by a few nano-crystallites with a size of ~10
nm, as can be confirmed by the different lattice fringe patterns. The
inserted Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) images correspond to four
crystallite areas of different orientations.
Classical sintering theories mention three densifying mechanisms
contributing to shrinkage: grain boundary diffusion, lattice diffusion
from the grain boundary to the pore, and plastic flow [1-3]. The
driving force is the decrease of surface energy of the particles/grains.
When it comes to the fast sintering processes (SPS, microwave
sintering, laser sintering etc.), atomic mass diffusion alone cannot
provide the observed rapid densification and grain growth without
considering a more “dynamic” motion [74-76]. Hu et al. observed the
re-arrangement and re-orientation of nanocrystals during rapid SPS of
SrTiO3, BaTiO3, Si3N4 and ZrO2 ceramics [74, 77, 78]. Qian et al.
demonstrated a novel laser sintering process that can rupture a
submicron-sized zirconia precursor into nano-sized crystals, followed
by a rapid oriented assembly of these small crystals [79]. All these
facts indicate that a multiple ordered coalescences of nanocrystals can
take place in rapid solid-state sintering, which is different from the
conventional sintering practice. Grain rotation (or rearrangement) is
expected to be an important step to achieve the rapid assembling
process [74]. The high heating rate itself might also act as a driving
force for densification [20, 74, 80].
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Figure 4.9. HRTEM images of the sintered (a) 2.4Y_SITR and (b)
Zpex_SITR bulks. The inserts are the low-magnification images for
the grains where the selected grain is marked with a blue circle. A, B,
C and D are FFT patterns corresponding to four different sub-grain
areas indicating a sub-crystal structure with a size of ~10 nm. From
Paper III.
The high-resolution TEM images of the initial grain morphology
revealed only single lattice fringes and FFT patterns, see Figure 4.10.
Direct assembling of these nano-sized single crystals occurred during
the SITR process, as the densification processes of zirconia precursor
consumed only <10 minutes (without involving an external pressure
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or an electric field). Any other efficient mass diffusion could hardly be
acting in this limited time without being aided by a more “dynamic”
mass transport. The intense thermal radiation and fast heating rate
(200 °C/min) contributed to this assembly of ZrO2 sub-crystals into
larger grains. This heating rate is much higher than obtained by the
conventional sintering methods, but lower than the laser melting
process (>1000 °C/min). The orientation contrast between the built-up
nanocrystals is less pronounced by SITR than found by laser sintering
presented in Ref. [79]. In addition, lattice disorders could be found in
the C area presented by the diffuse lines in the FFT pattern (see Figure
4.9(a)). They may result from a more random or imperfect assembling
of the initial nanocrystals.
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Figure 4.10. TEM images of the zirconia precursor particles: (a) 2.4Y
and (b) Zpex. The top-right inserts are the low-magnification images
of the grains in each case. The bottom-right inserts are the FFT
patterns of the high-resolution TEM areas indicating a single crystal
structure. From Paper III.
Based on all results, the rapid mass diffusion during SITR can be
described by a multiple ordered coalescence mechanism, as illustrated
in Figure 4.11. During the initial stage (i), the grains were randomly
oriented in the powder compact, with same crystallographic direction
inside each single grain. Owing to a high heating rate and high
radiation energy, the grains were ruptured into a large amount of
nanocrystals with a size of ~10 nm, stage (ii). The final stage (iii)
witnessed the oriented assembly process wherein nano-sized
crystallites acted as building blocks (besides atoms and ions). The
assembly involved intensive particle rearrangement and ordered
coalescences of numerous nanocrystals on multiple scales. Such
crystallite motions contributed to both the densification process and
the grain growth in Zpex_SITR and 2.4Y_SITR samples. The micronsized pores caused by grain rearrangement facilitated the radiation
heat transfer through a multiple scattering and absorption mechanism,
as discussed in great detail in Chapter 4.2.

Figure 4.11. Schematic diagram disclosing the assembling of zirconia
nanocrystals during SITR. Three stages are involved: (i) the initial
grains with same crystallographic direction inside each single grain;
(ii) the grains were ruptured along the indicated borders into nano54

sized single crystals during SITR; and (iii) a multiple ordered
coalescence of nanocrystals with different orientations into larger
mass grains facilitating the densification process, cf. the text. The
arrows inside grain domains and nano-crystallites represent the
crystallographic orientation of the single crystals. From Paper III.
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5. Rapid densification of bulk ceramics by
SITR

The potential application of the SITR technique is to rapidly
consolidate bulk ceramics. In this part, dense and strong zirconia
ceramics, silicon nitride foams decorated with one-dimensional
nanostructures, and nasal cavity-like SiC-Si3N4 foams with
hierarchical heterogeneities were successfully densified within
minutes. This part is mainly based on Paper IV-VI.

5.1 Dense and strong zirconia ceramics
5.1.1 Experiments
Commercially-available Tosoh TZ-3YSB-E and Zpex powders
were used as precursor materials. After CIPed at 240 MPa and
burning-off, the green bodies were sintered by SITR approach at
different sintering temperatures and dwell times, see details in Table
5.1.
The
obtained
ceramic
bulks
were
named
as
3YSBE_SITR_1600_5, 3YSBE_SITR_1700_3, Zpex_SITR_1600_5,
and Zpex_SITR _1700_3, respectively. The optical image of the
sintered zirconia ceramics is shown in Figure 5.1. For comparison,
these ceramic precursors were also sintered in conventional
pressureless furnace at 1450 °C for 120 min as references. The
samples
were
denoted
as
3YSBE_CS_1450_120
and
Zpex_CS_1450_120, respectively. Prior to it, a CIP pressure of 300
MPa was used. Their density, grain size, phase composition,
microstructure and mechanical properties were examined.

5.1.2 Density and microstructure
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Table 5.1 Sintering parameters, relative density, grain size and mechanical properties of
the sintered zirconia ceramics.

Figure 5.1. Optical image of the sintered zirconia ceramics by SITR.
Table 5.1 lists the relative density and grain size values of all the
sintered samples. All the sintered samples achieved almost the full
theoretical density, up to ~99.6%TD. It displays no evident difference
compared to the conventionally sintered 3YSBE_CS_1450_120 and
Zpex_CS_1450_120 samples with density values being 99.9±0.2 and
99.9±0.3 %TD, respectively. As samples were directly heated from
room temperature to the sintered temperature without pre-sintering,
the time consumption for holding at 1600/1700 °C was less than 5 min
and the total time required was less than 15 min. This is comparable
with the flash sintering process, considering that a pre-heating of
specimens for minutes is often required in the later case.
Figure 5.2 displays the cross-section morphology of the zirconia
powder granules. As can be seen, the 3YSB-E granules possessed a
pore size around 1 μm while the pores of Zpex were much smaller
(<200 nm). Pore size distributions of the CIPed green bodies before
sintering were examined, see the result presented in Figure 5.3. For
each green body, two groups of pores are observable. Firstly, a large
proportion of nano-sized pores (packing pores among the primary
particles) where the size for 3YSB-E samples (~100 nm) is
significantly larger than that of Zpex (~40 nm). Secondly, a much
smaller proportion of micron-sized pores (packing pores among the
granules), both of the green bodies have almost the same average size
(~8 μm). It indicates that a combination of pre-pressing and CIPing (at
240 MPa) ensured that all pores between particles and granules
suffered severe deformation and shrinkage.
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Figure 5.2. SEM images of the granule cross-sections: (a) 3YSB-E
and (b) Zpex. From Paper IV.

Figure 5.3. Pore size distribution of the 3YSB-E and Zpex green
bodies. From Paper IV.
The microstructures observed on cross-section polished samples are
illustrated in Figure 5.4. The average grain sizes are 554±182 nm
(3YSBE_SITR_1600_5), 1200±402 nm (3YSBE_SITR_1700_3),
318±91
nm
(Zpex_SITR_1600_5),
and
485±161
nm
(Zpex_SITR_1700_3), see summary in Table 1. It is evident that a
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100 °C higher sintering temperature resulted in coarser grains, as
3YSBE_SITR_1700_3 has more than twice as larger grain size as
3YSBE_SITR_1600_5 while Zpex_SITR_1700_3 is about 50% larger
than Zpex_SITR_1600_5. Additionally, the Zpex samples have much
smaller grain size than the 3YSB-E ones under the same sintering
conditions. This can be ascribed to the much finer particle size of
Zpex precursor (~40 nm) in comparison with that of 3YSB-E (~90
nm). Moreover, the grain size of the conventionally sintered sample
3YSBE_CS_1450_120 is 433±107 nm, smaller than both 3YSB-E
samples sintered by SITR. This is because of the lower sintering
temperature used (1450 °C) although the dwell time was much longer.
Intriguingly, for the Zpex samples it is different: the
Zpex_SITR_1600_5 sample (318±91 nm) even has finer grains than
Zpex_CS_1450_120 (361±104 nm). It indicates that the heat-induced
grain growth of the 3YSB-E precursor is more sensitive to sintering
temperature than the Zpex precursor.

Figure 5.4. SEM images for cross-section polished surfaces of the
sintered
samples:
(a)
3YSBE_SITR_1600_5,
(b)
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3YSBE_SITR_1700_3,
(c)
Zpex_SITR_1600_5,
Zpex_SITR_1700_3. From Paper IV.

and

(d)

5.1.3 Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties in terms of biaxial bending strength,
Vickers hardness (HV10) and indentation toughness were determined,
see the results in Table 5.1. Regarding the strength, the two 3YSB-E
samples have overall significantly higher strength (1244±139 and
1232±47 MPa) than the two Zpex samples (1010±91 and 999±66
MPa). Within each group there is no big difference in strength value
between the samples sintered at 1600 and 1700 °C. This can be also
seen from their fracture surfaces shown in Figure 5.5. It illustrates a
trans-granular fracture mode for 3YSB-E samples while an
intergranular mode for Zpex. The degree of t→m phase
transformations during fracture were evaluated from XRD patterns at
the fracture surfaces and the results are listed in Table 5.2. The
presence of <10% monoclinic zirconia suggests that only a limited
transformation toughening took place. In comparison, the bending
strength values of the conventionally sintered zirconia are ~27% and
~33% larger, being 1577±102 and 1346±87 MPa, respectively (see
Table 5.1). This is due to several reasons: i) the CS samples possessed
smaller defect/pore sizes in the sintered body and are more difficult to
fail according to the Griffith’s law [81-85]; (ii) the
3YSBE_CS_1450_120 material had finer grains than the
3YSBE_SITR material, and the grain size of Zpex_CS_1450_120 is
also smaller than Zpex_SITR _1700_3; (iii) the slow heating rate and
longer dwell time during CS favored an elimination of large critical
defect sizes; and (iv) the CIP pressure for CS samples was higher (300
MPa v.s. 240 MPa) and, therefore, the packing density was increased
and might slightly improve the sintered strength.
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Figure 5.5. SEM images for the fracture surfaces of the sintered
samples: (a) 3YSBE_SITR_1600_5, (b) 3YSBE_SITR_1700_3, (c)
Zpex_SITR _1600_5, and (d) Zpex_SITR_1700_3. From Paper IV.

Table 5.2 Monoclinic phase content (wt%) of the sintered
zirconia ceramics from different regions based on XRD and
Raman results (NS: natural surface; FS: fracture surface).
XRD

Indentation, Raman

Sample
NS

FS

A

B

C

D

3YSBE_SITR_1600_5

4.2

6.2

12.8

12.3

12.3

12.1

3YSBE_SITR_1700_3

6.7

8.0

15.0

11.3

13.4

14.3

Zpex_SITR_1600_5

2.2

8.8

10.8

9.8

10.4

10.4

Zpex_SITR _1700_3

2.8

9.9

10.7

10.1

10.5

10.5
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Regarding the hardness and indentation toughness: sample
3YSBE_SITR_1600_5 is slightly harder (13.3±0.3 GPa) than the
other three (12.7±0.3, 12.5±0.3 and 12.5±0.2 GPa). However, their
indentation toughness values are similar (5.5±0.1, 5.5±0.1, 5.3±0.2,
and 5.4±0.1 MPa·m1/2). Besides, the Vickers hardness (13.2±0.2 and
13.0±0.2 GPa) and indentation toughness (5.0±0.1 and 5.3±0.1
MPa·m1/2) of the two conventionally sintered samples are similar to
the SITR ones. A Raman spectrum recording was employed to
investigate more details about the phase change during the indentation
test, see the results depicted in Figure 5.6. Different areas of the
indenter mark were investigated, i.e. inside the indenter (black curves),
at the end of the crack (red curves), at the beginning of the crack (blue
curves), and outside the indenter (cyan curves). They were labeled as
A, B, C, and D, respectively (see the insert). The Raman bands located
at 143, 255 and 323 cm-1 are assigned to the Raman-active modes for
the t-phase of ZrO2, while the doublets at 175 and 185 cm-1 belong to
m-ZrO2 [47, 49, 51, 86-89]. It reveals a mixture of t-/m- phases in all
the A-D areas found for all the sintered samples.
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Figure 5.6. Raman spectra of different indentation areas for the
sintered
samples:
(a)
3YSBE_SITR_1600_5,
(b)
3YSBE_SITR_1700_3,
(c)
Zpex_SITR_1600_5,
and
(d)
Zpex_SITR_1700_3. The pseudo-color insert of the indentation in the
middle indicates different areas for collecting Raman signals: A:
inside the indent (black curves); B: at the end of the crack (red curves);
C: at the beginning of the crack (blue curves); and D: outside the
indent (cyan curves). From Paper IV.
Calculated m-phase contents are illustrated in Table 5.2. Generally,
phase transformation is more evident in the 3YSB-E samples as they
have a higher m-phase content (11~15%) than that of Zpex samples
(around 10%) in all studied areas. However, the fact that the m-phase
content in the D area is similar to that in all the other three areas (A-C)
indicates that the crack strain did not induce a significantly different
phase transformation. This can be also proved by the similarity of the
indentation toughness values obtained (~5 MPa·m1/2). This toughness
level found in TZP is normally due to an over-stabilization of the tphase [52, 67], so that insufficient t→m transformation and
toughening occurs by a crack front.

5.2 Silicon nitride foams decorated with one-dimensional
nanostructures
5.2.1 Experiments
In this study, silicon nitride foam bulks were prepared by a direct
foaming method and subsequently densified by the SITR process.
Different foaming parameters were attempted and the optimized
combination was: 50 vol% (octane content) and 700 rpm (stirring
velocity). Before sintering, the green foams were loaded in a covered
cylindrical graphite crucible with an inner diameter of 50 mm and
outer diameter of 70 mm. The samples were protected by a Si3N4
powder bed and isolated by graphite felts. Several sintering regimes
were adopted and the optimized one was named as SN-1: the samples
were heated to 1500 °C with a heating rate of 50 °C/min and
maintained for 10 min; and then heated to 1600 °C at 50 °C/min and
held for 3 min. Rigid Si3N4 foam disks with a diameter of ~30 mm and
a height of ~8 mm were obtained, see Figure 5.7(a). This part is
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mainly based on Paper V.

5.2.2 Microstructure
The microstructure of the as-sintered sample SN-1 is shown by OM
and SEM images in Figure 5.7. The most striking feature is a cellwindow microstructure, as seen in Figure 5.7(b). The mercury
porosimetry measurement suggested that SN-1 possessed a porosity of
79.4 ± 1.0 vol%, with a cell size of 25.0 ± 2.2 μm and a cell window
size of 6.0 ± 0.4 μm. In addition, nanowires (NWs) were formed and
appeared protruding from the cell walls, as can be seen in Figure
5.7(c).

Figure 5.7. (a) Optical and (b) (c) SEM images of the as-sintered SN-1
sample showing a cellular microstructure. The growth of NWs from
the cell walls with a tip-body structure is observable in (c). Adapted
from Paper V with permission.

5.2.3 Neck formation and mechanical properties
TEM analysis illustrates the formation of a neck between two Si3N4
grains, in Figure 5.8. The indexed selected-area electron diffraction
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(SAED) patterns indicate a clear necking area between two single
crystal α-Si3N4 particles. The EDX result of the neck region shows the
presence of the elements Si, Y, Mg, O, and N; revealing a liquid-phase
sintering mechanism.
The XRD pattern and Raman spectrum of the sintered sample are
depicted in Figure 5.9. The XRD data in Figure 5.9(a) shows that the
α→β transformation partly occurred and the β phase content was
calculated to be 30 wt%. The formation of β phase was due to a
solution-precipitation mechanism in the presence of a liquid phase
containing silicon oxynitride [90]. In addition, the XRD pattern also
evidenced the presence of α-SiC phase, which was further confirmed
by the Raman spectrum in Figure 5.9(b). The peak at 784.7 cm-1
belongs to α-SiC and its broaden shape suggests a disordered structure
(see below) [91, 92].

Figure 5.8. TEM/SAED/EDX analyses of sample SN-1. The TEM
image shows the necking area between two Si3N4 particles and the
indexed SAED patterns show a single crystal α-Si3N4 structure for
both particles. The EDX elemental result of the necking area
illustrates its chemical composition. Adapted from Paper V with
permission.
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Figure 5.9. (a) XRD pattern and (b) Raman spectrum of the sintered
sample SN-1. Adapted from Paper V with permission.
The compressive strength of SN-1 and other highly porous Si3N4
ceramics reported in the literature are compared in Figure 5.10 [90,
93-95]. These foams were prepared by conventional sintering methods
at >1600 °C with dwelling time being hours and the mechanical
strength was measured in terms of flexural or compressive strength.
With a total porosity of ~80 vol%, the SN-1 sample possessed a
compressive strength of 9.9 ± 0.9 MPa. This value is even comparable
to the samples with lower porosity values (~70 vol%), revealing that
the SITR process is effective and efficient for densification using only
~30 min for the entire sintering processes.
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Figure 5.10. Mechanical strength of the as-sintered sample SN-1 as a
function of the porosity, compared with those prepared by
conventional sintering methods at different sintering temperatures and
dwell times from literature [90, 93-95]. Adapted from Paper V with
permission.

5.2.4 Formation of 1D nanostructures
The morphology, composition and formation mechanisms of the 1D
nanostructures are discussed in this part. As shown in Figure 5.7(c),
the average length of the NWs is estimated to be ~8 μm. Further
TEM/EDX results for the NWs are described in Figure 5.11. As seen
in Figure 5.11(a), the diameter of the NW is ~200 nm and it possesses
a tip-body structure with the presence of a semispherical cap at the
end. The EDX analysis suggests that the chemical composition of the
cap is SiFe1.22 and that the NW body is pure SiC. The Cu signal seen
in the EDX spectra came from a supporting grid. These observations
are in good agreement with the XRD and Raman results. HRTEM
image is shown in Figure 5.11(b) for further microstructure details. It
was taken from a small fraction of the NW body. The top-right insert
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displays the corresponding fast Fourier transformed (FFT) diffraction
pattern. The streaks imply the presence of disordered SiC polytype
structures forming the observed NW. An enlarged HRTEM image of
the SiC-NW, overlaid by a two-dimensional projected atomic
structural model, is displayed as the top-left insert. In the HRTEM
image, the stacking order can be determined by following the white
dots. It reveals that the dominating stacking sequence is ordered
“ABABAB”, where A and B represent two basic structure elements of
tetrahedral bilayers in the SiC structure. However, stacking faults
(SFs), marked by C, are distributed in a random order, e.g.
“ABABABABACA” [96]. The distance between stacking periods is
~5.12 Å, which is coherent with the c value of 2H SiC.
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Figure 5.11. TEM/EDX analysis of (a) one selected SiC NW and (b)
high-resolution image of the area from its body showing the stacking
feature. The inserts in (a) are EDX spectra, revealing that the
composition of the cap and body are SiFe1.22 and SiC, respectively.
The top-right insert in (b) is its FFT pattern. The diffuse reflections
indicate a disordered SiC structure. The top-left insert is the enlarged
HRTEM image with markings of the stacking of the 2H polytype with
SFs. The growth direction of the NW is along the [0001] axis.
Adapted from Paper VII with permission.
According to the thermodynamic calculations, the formation
mechanism of the SiC NWs during the SITR process was explored.
The total equilibrium gas pressure during the entire formation process
was assumed to be constant at 10 Pa (the starting condition). The
possible reactions involved are shown below:
C(s)+O 2 (g)  2CO(g)

(5.1)

2CO(g)  C(s)+CO 2 (g)

(5.2)

SiO 2 (s)+C(s)  SiO(g)+CO(g)

(5.3)

SiO 2 (s)+CO(g)  SiO(g)+CO 2 (g)

(5.4)

2C(s)+SiO(g)  SiC(s)+CO(g)

(5.5)

3C(s)+Si3 N 4 (s)  3SiC(s)+2N 2 (g)

(5.6)

SiO(g)+CO(g)  Si-Fe-C-N-O(l) 
SiC(s)+N 2 (g)+FeSi x (l)+CO 2 (g)

(5.7)

The Gibbs free energy values given for reactions (5.1)-(5.6) are
shown in Figure 5.12 at 25~1600 °C. The total reaction is described
by Eq. (5.7). As can be seen, the values become negative when the
temperature is <~500 °C for reaction (5.2), >~1000 °C for reactions
(5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) and arbitrary for reactions (5.1) and (5.5).
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Figure 5.12. Thermodynamic calculations presented for different
possible chemical reactions of the elements C, Si, O and N, occurring
in the temperature range of 25 ~1600 ºC. Reproduced from Paper V
with permission.
Thus, the formation process of SiC NWs can be described as below
(see also Figure 5.13):
Generation of carbon source (<500 °C). The residual
(i)
oxygen gas in the chamber reacted with graphite die/
spacers and formed CO gas, which further achieved an
equilibrium by releasing carbon (solid) and forming CO2
gas [97, 98]. Previous investigations pointed out that even
very low oxygen partial pressures (~10-10 Pa) are required to
form CO gas [99, 100]. This threshold pressure is well
below the oxygen impurity level in the chamber.
Nucleation of SiC (500~1400 °C). The thin silica layer that
(ii)
always was present on the surface of Si3N4 interacted with
either solid carbon or CO gas, generating SiO gas. Then the
reactions between C, SiO and Si3N4 led to the formation of
a SiC nucleus (solid). At the same time C was dissolved
into a Si-Fe-N-O melt (liquid) and resulted in the Si-Fe-C-
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(iii)

N-O liquid phase. The Fe impurity was present in the Si3N4
precursor powder and acted as a catalyst [101, 102].
Growth and formation of SiC-NWs (1400~1600°C). SiO
and CO vapors were constantly absorbed by the Si-Fe-C-NO melt and followed by precipitation of SiC (solid) due to
oversaturation. This enabled continuous growth of the NWs
from the melt droplet. The melt droplet remained attached
to the NW tip after cooling, resulting in the observed
semispherical cap.

In summary, the rapid vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) formation of the
SiC-NWs is easily achieved by the SITR process.

Figure 5.13. Schematic illustration for the VLS formation mechanism
of the SiC NWs. Reproduced from Paper V with permission.

5.3 Nasal cavity-like SiC-Si3N4 foams with hierarchical
heterogeneities
5.3.1 Experiments
SiC-Si3N4 green foams were fabricated by a protein-based gelcasting method. Subsequent sintering was conducted in the SITR setup. The heating rate and holding time at sintering temperature for all
the samples were 100 °C/min and 10 min, respectively. Three
sintering temperatures (1500, 1600 and 1700 °C) were tested and the
resulted samples were labeled as SCSN-1, SCSN-2 and SCSN-3,
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respectively (see the details in Table 5.3). This part is based on Paper
VI.

Table 5.3. Summary of experimental parameters and
properties of the SCSN foams. Reproduced from Paper VI
with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

Sample

Sintering
Temperature
(°C)

Total time
consumed
during
sintering
(min)

†

Bulk
density
(g/cm3)

Average pore size
(μm)

Cell

⃰ Porosity
(%)

Window
Open

Total

SCSN-0

-

-

0.73

102.7

53.0

56.8

78.5

SCSN-1

1500

24

1.28

100.5

8.2

63.4

70.0

SCSN-2

1600

25

1.37

45.3

2.1

52.6

67.2

SCSN-3

1700

26

1.57

32.7

0.9

46.7

60.9

† Calculated according to mercury porosimetry results.
⃰ Calculated by assuming that the theoretical density of 100% dense
SiC-Si3N4 composites is 3.4 g/cm3.

5.3.2 Sintering, necking, phase composition and mechanical
strength
All the sintering regimes consumed a total time of less than 30 min.
The obtained compressive strengths of the sintered foams as a
function of porosity are given in Figure 5.14. The densest material
SCSN-3 (sintered at 1700 °C, 60.9 vol% pores) possessed the highest
strength at 21.40±0.60 MPa. Then, SCSN-2 (1600 oC, 67.2 vol%
pores) had a strength of 16.81±0.82 MPa, followed by the least dense
material SCSN-1 (1500 oC, 70.0 vol% pores) at 15.00±1.84 MPa.
Obviously, sintering contributed significantly to the enhancement of
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the strength for all the sintered foams, considering the fact that the
compressive strength of the green foam (SCSN-0) is only 2.25±0.25
MPa. The compressive strength increased markedly with increasing
sintering temperature implying a higher degree of sintering. The
improved mechanical strength can be attributed both to the formation
of particle necks and thicker cell walls (see below). The neckformation between adjacent particles is demonstrated by the inserted
TEM images. The necks at particle connect points can be seen to grow
wider for SCSN-2 and SCSN-3, resulting in better rigidity and
strength of the cellular ceramic structure. This is consistent with the
results reported in Table 5.3, which shows that a higher sintering
temperature resulted in a higher density and lower porosity of the
foams.

Figure 5.14. The recorded compressive strength of the sintered SiCSi3N4 foams (at 1500-1700 °C) depicted as a function of total porosity.
The green foam is included for comparison (SCSN-0). TEM images
are inserted to illustrate the formation of necks between particles after
sintering. Reproduced from Paper VI with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry.
The XRD patterns in Figure 5.15 reveal that all the sintered samples
were predominantly composed of the precursor structures α-SiC and
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α-Si3N4. However, the Al2O3 and Y2O3 precursor peaks found before
sintering disappeared, indicating the formation of a liquid phase at
high temperature that became a supercooled glassy phase after cooling.
More intensive β-Si3N4 structure peaks relative to the α-Si3N4 structure
were observed in both SCSN-2 and SCSN-3 samples, due to the
increase in the α- to β-Si3N4 transformation occurring at higher
processing temperatures.

Figure 5.15. XRD patterns of the precursor powder mixture, the green
foam as well as the sintered SiC-Si3N4 foams at different temperatures.
Reproduced from Paper VI with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry.

5.3.3 Nasal cavity-like structure with hierarchical pore
architecture
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The evolution of pore structure during foaming and sintering is
illustrated by optical and SEM images in Figure 5.16. The optical
pseudo-color images demonstrate the introduction of gas bubbles that
were stabilized by the gel network, see Figure 5.16(a) and (b). The
tendency of the suspension to remain in the wet foam condition, and
the final cell size of the sintered foams, are mainly controlled by the
processes of bubble expansion (Ostwald ripening) and coalescence
taking place in the wet foams as well as liquid drainage from the struts
and cell walls of the foam [103]. A cellular structure with
interconnected pores was obtained after sintering, as can be seen from
Figure 5.16(c)-(e). Pores in SCSN-2 and SCSN-3 foams have a more
spherical geometry than in SCSN-1, and the cell walls of these foams
(sintered at higher temperature) are thicker, but still possessing some
porosity (see from the inserts).

Figure 5.16. Optical and SEM images showing pore evolution during
foaming and sintering processes: (a) optical pseudo-color image of the
bubbles immediately after gel-casting; (b) optical pseudo-color image
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of the bubbles after drying and removal of organics at 600 ºC; (c)-(e)
SEM images of the foam after being sintered at different temperatures:
(c) 1500 ºC, (d) 1600 ºC and (e) 1700 ºC. The inserts in (d) and (e)
show the cells and struts at higher magnifications. Reproduced from
Paper VI with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.
Two populations of pores were detected by mercury porosimetry in
the sintered samples: the smaller with sizes below 10 µm (related to
the residual porosity in the struts) and the larger with dimensions up to
100 µm (related to the cell windows and occasional macro-defects), as
seen in Figure 5.17 and also listed in Table 5.2. Pore shrinkage took
place with densification in all foams compared with the green foam
(SCSN-0).

Figure 5.17. Pore size distribution of the SiC-Si3N4 foams before and
after being sintered at three different temperatures (1500, 1600 and
1700 oC). Reproduced from Paper VI with permission from the Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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The formation of NWs within the macro-pore framework can be
observed from the higher magnification SEM images shown in Figure
5.18. Numerous NWs with a length of several tens of microns were
grown in situ from the initial sub-micron iron-silicide droplets at the
cell walls and foam struts, see Figure 5.18(a) and (d). The anisotropic
growth and distribution of the NWs divided the cells into smaller
meshes with size ranging from less than 1~5 µm, which gives an
impression of a nasal cavity-like structure, see Figure 5.18(b) and (e).
A semispherical cap (droplet) was found at the tips of the NWs, as
seen in high SEM magnifications in Figure 5.18(c) and (f). Detailed
microstructure characterized by TEM/EDX revealed that the NWs
have a diameter of 50~200 nm, see Figure 5.19. Simultaneous EDX
results show that the caps contained a silicide phase with variable iron
content, SiFex, and that the bodies of the NWs were composed either
of Si-C-O or Si-N-O (see Figure 5.19(a) and (b)). All these features
reveal that the VLS mechanism is behind the formation of SiC and
Si3N4 NWs assisted by addition of the ferrocene catalyst [102, 104107]. The oxygen content might come from additives, but more
probably from the oxidized surface layers of SiC and Si3N4 precursor
materials [104].

Figure 5.18. SEM images of the SiC-Si3N4 foams sintered (a)-(c) at
1600 ºC and (d)-(f) at 1700 ºC showing the nasal cavity-like structure.
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Reproduced from Paper VI with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry.
At the end of the processing, therefore, the produced samples
contained hierarchical pore architecture which contained: a)
macropores derived from the stabilized gas bubbles (of the order of a
several tens of microns to a few hundred microns); b) cell windows
(of the order of 10~30 μm); c) "pores" between the NWs (of the order
of less than 1~5 μm); and d) the residual porosity in the struts
(resulted from incomplete sintering).
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Figure 5.19. TEM images of (a) SiC and (b) Si3N4 NWs grown inside
the SiC-Si3N4 pore framework sintered at 1700 ºC. The inserted EDX
results confirmed the VLS formation of hybrid SiC and Si3N4
nanowires with semispherical caps (droplets) of iron silicide at the tips.
The Cu-signal is from the Cu-grid. Reproduced from Paper VI with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

5.3.4 Permeability
Permeability is an important parameter for characterizing the
penetration ability of a fluid through a solid material. It normally
predicts the pressure drop (or pressure gradient) necessary to achieve a
specific gas flow rate for a fixed filter area [108]. Forchheimer’s
equation was employed to calculate two permeability parameters: k1
(Darcian permeability, in dimensions of square length) and k2 (nonDarcian permeability, in dimensions of length) at 25 °C and 600 °C,
see Eq. (2.8)-(2.10).
The fitted Forchheimer’s equation for all sintered samples (SCSN
1-3) and the calculated permeability values are given in Figure 5.20(a)
and (b), respectively. At room temperature (25 °C), sample SCSN-1
displayed the highest Darcian (1.55×10-12 m2) and non-Darcian
permeability values (0.633×10-8 m), while sample SCSN-3 has the
lowest values, being 0.354×10-12 m2 and 1.60×10-8 m, respectively.
This can be explained by the difference in their pore size and degree
of open porosity, reported in Table 5.3, i.e. the permeability value
increased with larger open porosity and pore size. This is in good
agreement with previous studies [109, 110].
Gas permeability of sample SCSN-1 was measured at 600 °C
(labeled as SCSN-1’). The aim was to examine the pressure drop in
relation to gas flow at high temperature. Compared to the room
temperature behavior, at 600 °C both of the Darcian and non-Darcian
permeabilities increased quite significantly to 1.71×10-11 m2 and
2.68×10-7 m, respectively. This proves that the gas fluid condition is
improved at higher temperature. This is probably due to the thermal
expansion of the foams that generated larger pores to allow better gas
penetration.
Overall, with the in situ growth of one-dimensional nanostructures
from the foam struts and cell walls into the macroscopic cells, the
permeability at room temperature was still comparable with other
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available filters. The good high temperature permeability, the high
mechanical strength and the superior chemical durability of SiC-Si3N4
ceramics suggests that these components with hierarchical pore
architecture could find their potential applications in the hightemperature filtration fields.

Figure 5.20. (a) Experimental permeability data at 25 oC fitted
according to Forchheimer’s equation as a function of the fluid velocity;
(b) the calculated permeability values. The results are discussed in the
text and the sample with better data is measured at 600 oC (SCSN-1´).
Reproduced from Paper VI with permission from the Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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Conclusions

The conclusions of this thesis can be drawn as follows:
(1) The heat transfer mechanism during the SITR process can be
explained by the interactions between the material and the
radiation EM waves. Energy transfer mainly depends on the
absorption of the radiation energy by the materials. For the IR
translucent material ZrO2, the wavelengths around the peak
emission wavelength range (1~5 PEW) play the most important
role as they occupy the largest amount of energy. Multiple
Lorenz-Mie scattering takes place at the Solid-Solid and SolidGas interfaces as their sizes are comparable. The resulted
multiple scattering increases the travel path of the radiation and
thus causes more efficient absorption of radiation energy.
(2) With a high heating rate, a multiple ordered coalescence process
occurred during SITR process and resulted in rapid densification
and grain growth. Nano-sized crystallites acted as building blocks
besides atoms and ions, which involved intensive rearrangement
and coalescence of numerous nanocrystals on multiple scales.
The micron-sized pores caused by grain rearrangement facilitated
the radiation heat transfer by multiple scattering and prolonged
absorption.
(3) The temperature distribution of SITR system was studied by
altering the radiator geometry, sample geometry and radiating
area. Both simulation and experiment results indicate that a short
distance between the sample and radiator as well as a large
radiating area favor the efficient heat transfer and temperature
distribution. Dwell at the sintering temperature ensures within
minutes that the temperature of the sample is close to that of the
radiator.
(4) An asymmetric temperature distribution can be established by
changing the material and geometry of the radiators. The
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simultaneous use of graphite and carbon fiber reinforced carbon
composites (Cf/C) radiators resulted in an axial temperature
gradient of ~600 °C along the cylindrical sample, as confirmed by
both numerical simulation and experimental measurement. By
sintering the cylinder top at 1600 °C for 5 min, the porous SiC
body achieved an axial pore size gradient from ~106±36 μm to
~250±84 μm and an open porosity from 41.4 vol% to 79.8 vol%.
It reveals the potential of the SITR technique for rapid
manufacturing FGMs through an asymmetric assembly of thermal
radiators.
(5) Rapid sintering of 3YSB-E and Zpex ceramics by SITR at
1600~1700 °C for 3~5 min resulted in crack-free and fully-dense
ceramic bodies. The microstructure grain sizes can be tailored
within 300~1200 nm; especially sample Zpex_SITR_1600_5
possessed finer grains than the conventionally sintered zirconia at
1450 °C for 120 min. The two sintered 3YSB-E samples had
larger bending strengths and coarser grains than the two Zpex
ones. Sufficient t→m transformation did not take place in any
case, as revealed by quantitative XRD analysis. Their measured
Vickers hardnesses and indentation toughnesses are comparable
with the properties of conventionally sintered zirconia. Raman
study of the areas around the indentation mark and the generated
cracks revealed that insufficient t→m transformation took place
to affect the toughness. This is probably due to an overstabilization of the t-phase using 3 mol% yttria.
(6) Si3N4 foams were prepared by a surfactant-based direct foaming
method and subsequent sintering in the SITR set-up at 1600 °C.
Strong necking between Si3N4 particles was observed by TEM.
The prepared foams possessed a porosity of ~80 vol% and a
compressive strength of ~10 MPa, which required only ~30 min
for the entire sintering processes. Rapid growth of onedimensional SiC-NWs from the cell walls was also observed.
Thermodynamic calculations and analysis of the NWs proved that
the vapor-liquid-solid model is applicable to the formation of the
NWs.
(7) Rigid SiC-Si3N4 foams with hierarchical heterogeneities were
prepared through a protein-based gel-casting approach followed
by the SITR process. Gradient porous structures, with pore size
ranging between 1 to 100 μm, were intersected by the growth of
hybrid SiC and Si3N4 NWs inside the cell-window structure
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resulting in a nasal cavity-like appearance. Gas permeability at
room temperature (25 °C) and 600 °C was evaluated. Darcian
permeabilities and non-Darcian permeabilities of all the prepared
foams at room temperature fell within (0.354~1.55)×10-12 m2 and
(1.60~6.33)×10-8 m, respectively. The two different
permeabilities at 600 °C were much higher (1.71×10-11 m2 and
2.68×10-7 m, respectively). The green synthesis route,
microstructure, stability and gas flow properties open a potential
for these ceramic foams to be used as industrial filters for
airborne pollutions.
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Outlook

The electric IR heating has been used a long time in industry for a vast
number of applications at low or medium temperatures, such as
painting curing, moisture evaporation, printing ink drying, molded
plastics forming, adhesives and metals bonding, electronics printing,
etc. Likewise, the SITR process offers at high temperature a rapid
sintering technique for high-melting materials. In this thesis it has
been shown that intense thermal radiation is capable to fabricate
ceramic bulk materials. The promising features of the SITR method
are:
(1)
Highly isotropic 3D heating and high radiation power;
(2)
Cleanliness and much less contamination (carbon diffusion);
(3)
Rapid heating available and much less time consumed, i.e.
energy saving;
(4)
Selective heating (based on the radiation wavelength and
absorption and scattering profile of the material);
(5)
Feasibility for making samples with complex shapes,
different porosity levels and unique structures.
In this thesis, we have systematically discussed the heat and mass
diffusion, temperature distribution and applications of the SITR
approach. However, there are still some aspects that need to be
improved or taken into consideration in future work:
(1)
Regarding the interaction between the radiation and the
material, we did not consider the change of the absorption
band of the materials at elevated temperatures. To achieve
selective sintering, more precise experiments need to be
performed to study the effects of different radiation bands
on the scattering and absorption behaviors. Additionally,
quantitative analysis of the energy transfer contribution of
different band ranges needs to be achieved.
(2)
We have managed to sinter crack-free ceramic bulks with
diameter <30 mm. For making larger samples by the SITR
process, homogeneity should be carefully considered as the
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limit depends on thermal radiation penetration into the
materials. Also, a much larger radiating area and higher IR
power are necessary to achieve a high heating speed for
larger mass components.
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